I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The history of corporate criminal liability has been dealt with in detail elsewhere. In this article, an outline only is presented.

The development of corporate criminal liability represents tension and synthesis in legal concepts. It also represents a response to economic and social fact. It does not represent the application of a developed theoretical response to social problems. The general principle at common law was that corporations were not criminally liable. That was the rule for several reasons. The most fundamental bar to liability lay in the inability of a corporation to think or act for itself. The corporation was never quite regarded as acting under tutelage; it enjoyed certain capacities—the right to sue and be sued in its corporate name, the right to hold and alienate property, and the right to pass by-laws regulating its internal government. The will of its governing body could be imputed to it. Yet, until the advent of vicarious liability there was no basis upon which positive acts could be imputed to corporations. Criminal liability could, however, be imposed for omissions causing nuisances. Liability for misfeasance was a later development, coming under the head of vicarious liability. This provided both a basis for liability and, in the English cases (but not so evidently in the Canadian and American), a limitation thereof. For the historic view was, and is, that there shall be no vicarious liability for serious criminal offences. In order to
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surmount this impediment the courts had either to deny that the same rules which applied to natural persons applied to corporations or to distinguish between vicarious liability and personal corporate liability. The former approach involved imputing the acts of directors and officers to the company on the footing that the company could only act through its directors and officers. The latter approach involved selecting some persons on a formal, functional or mixed formal and functional basis as persons whose thoughts and actions could be imputed to the company as thoughts and actions personal to it. 8

Another inhibition stemmed from the doctrine of ultra vires. This was not a difficulty which beset Canadian courts. The doctrine refers to corporate activities beyond its powers and not to the illegal or tortious character of particular acts as such. Indeed, had it been accepted that illegal or tortious acts were ultra vires (on the assumption that a corporation has power to pursue only lawful objects) corporate liability for torts as well as crimes would have been impossible. 9 The ultra vires limitation was therefore almost universally rejected. 10

Procedural difficulties also inhibited liability in indictable cases. In England as in Canada an accused had to appear in person. If committal proceedings were held, the accused had either to be committed to prison or released on bail, pending trial. The intangible nature of corporations made this procedure impossible. The solution was to prefer a bill before the grand jury. If a true bill were returned, the matter could be removed from assize to a superior court by certiorari. The Criminal Code of 1892 provided that every corporation against which a bill of indictment was found should appear by attorney, 11 making it no longer necessary to remove any indictment into a superior court by certiorari in order to compel appearance. 12 If a corporation failed to appear, a plea of not guilty was to be entered, 13 and the court might proceed to try the case regardless of whether the corporation appeared or a plea of not guilty were entered on its behalf in default of appearance. 14 But these provisions did not surmount all the problems. There was some doubt whether the appearance of a corporation to answer a purely summary charge could be compelled, the better view being that it could be. 15 In the case of an indictable offence, the general view before 1909 was that the holding of a preliminary inquiry by a magis-
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trate was not possible. The practical difficulty was that a corporation could not take advantage of the speedy trial provisions of the Criminal Code by electing summary trial of an indictable offence before a magistrate.\(^{16}\) This problem was met by successive amendments, each of which gave rise to minor difficulties. By 1939, however, the present provisions of the Code existed, specifying a convenient mode of procedure in all cases.\(^{17}\)

The course of liability can be traced briefly. In 1840, in *The Queen v. Birmingham & Gloucester Railway*,\(^{18}\) a corporation was indicted for disobeying an order of the Justices, confirmed at Quarter Sessions, directing it to remove a bridge which it had erected over a road and which constituted a nuisance. The court upheld the indictment, holding that the liability of corporations was to be equated, so far as possible, with that of natural persons. Four years later, in *The Queen v. Great North of England Railway Co.*,\(^{19}\) a company was convicted for a nuisance caused by the misfeasance of its servants, a result made possible by the then recent growth of doctrines of vicarious liability.\(^{20}\) It was, Lord Denman C.J. held, “as easy to charge one person or a body corporate with erecting a bar across a public road as with the non-repair of it; and they may as well be compelled to pay a fine for the act as for the omission”.\(^{21}\) Liability for nuisance is a unique offence, criminal in form, but essentially civil in substance. That being so, the court was not prepared to impose liability under the head of treason, felony, offences against the person or perjury—offences that were seen as being violations of social duties pertaining to natural persons.

Another factor, especially important in relation to crimes of omission, must be noticed: the duty not to cause a nuisance was imposed upon corporations. Individuals who executed work amounting to a nuisance could be prosecuted,\(^{22}\) but the primary duty lay with the corporation, whose property might well be destroyed as a result of its breach.\(^{23}\) In other words, the legal system thus gave practical expression to the view that the corporation was a primary repository of legal rights and duties.

Liability for nuisance was, of course, fully accepted by Canadian courts.\(^{24}\) But so, too, were the limitations upon corporate liability enunci-
ated by English courts. Clarke's *Criminal Law* barely mentions corporate liability. Curiously, perhaps, the Parliament of Canada was less reticent. The Criminal Code of 1892 made it punishable for a corporation, being bound to supply a municipal corporation with electric light, power, gas or water, to wilfully break such contract to the detriment of the inhabitants. It is also fascinating to note that the original Combines Act, prohibiting as misdemeanours conspiracies for limiting facilities for transportation, restraining commerce, limiting production, hindering competition and the like, provided higher maximum and minimum fines for corporate offenders. In 1906, the Criminal Code defined "person" to include corporation.

These developments led Canadian courts to consider an extension of liability beyond that obtaining elsewhere in the Empire. In *Union Colliery Co. v. The Queen*, the Supreme Court left open the question whether or not "under the present state of the law and its constantly broadening and widening jurisprudence on the subject of the civil and criminal liability of bodies corporate they are capable of committing the offence [of manslaughter]". The Manitoba courts answered the question in the negative on the sole footing that the only punishment available for manslaughter was imprisonment, a punishment to which a corporation could not be subjected. They held that a corporation could be held liable for failing to maintain a bridge in a safe condition, a matter sounding in non-feasance and negligence. Similar liability was imposed in *Rex v. Canadian Allis-Chalmers Ltd.* in 1923. The charge was one of causing grievous bodily harm by the negligent operation of heavy machinery, contrary to section 284 of the then Criminal Code. Personal negligence was imputed to the corporation. A 1905 case held that a corporation could be convicted of conspiracy in restraint of trade contrary to section 520 of the Criminal Code, 1892. The seal upon the development of corporate personal liability was set by *Rex v. Fane Robinson Ltd.* in 1941, a case in which a corporation was convicted of conspiracy to defraud and obtaining money by false pretences. The decision is noteworthy not only for the general principle of corporate liability which it contains, but also for its clear statement of the nature and operation of the doctrine of identification, founded upon *Lennard's Carrying Co. v. Asiatic* 25
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Criminal Liability of Corporations

Petroleum Co. \(^{36}\) (examined below). It is appropriate to note that corporate criminal liability was imposed in Canada before it was imposed in England and with a clarity which the English cases lacked. \(^{37}\)

It should also be noted for the sake of completeness that vicarious liability was applied to companies on the same footing as it was to any other employer. This meant that, where appropriate, vicarious liability could be imposed for crimes involving intent—for example, offences under liquor licensing statutes. \(^{38}\)

One may ask whether the imposition of personal liability upon corporations rested upon policy or upon dialectic. It seems probable that both factors influenced the result. The English courts, in imposing liability for nuisance, plainly desired to curb giant repositories of economic power. \(^{39}\) American combines legislation also sprung from this desire. \(^{40}\) Liability for various forms of criminal negligence plainly sought to compel corporate employees to take greater care. Liability for fraud, by contrast, has an aura of dialectic about it. These differences probably reflect the way the courts think of corporations—as persons, as vehicles for enterprise, or both—and the stress they give to the particular characteristics perceived. This topic is dealt with in greater detail in a later portion of this study.

II. PERSONAL LIABILITY UNDER EXISTING CANADIAN LAW

Canadian courts, in dealing with personal corporate liability, have taken pains to differentiate such liability from vicarious liability. The accent has been upon the corporation as person rather than the corporation as vehicle. This gives a dialectical flavour to the law. The merits of this approach have later to be evaluated. It must, however, be borne in mind as this part of the study proceeds.

A. Entities liable

In Canadian as in English law, the sole entity to which liability could be ascribed at common law was the corporation, since it alone was regarded as a person capable of being a repository of rights and obligations. (Under the Quebec Civil Code, \(^{41}\) a partnership is a legal entity, and vicarious criminal liability has been imposed upon a partnership. \(^{42}\) ) Exceptions to the general principle have of course been made by statute. Thus a ship may be
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prosecuted for marine pollution. Extensive liability may be imposed against, inter alia, trade unions and employers' organizations for violations of the Canada Labour Code. Liability under sundry other statutes also exists. While such statutory provisions are few, it is by no means clear that this should be so. It is open to argument whether more extensive liabilities should be imposed upon unincorporated bodies. The Model Penal Code contains provisions to this effect. The matter is dealt with later in this study.

B. Persons in respect of whose actions liability may be ascribed

We here deal with the doctrine of identification. The history and development of the doctrine of identification has been dealt with elsewhere, and it is not proposed to do so again in detail. Briefly, corporations could in general be held liable civilly on ordinary doctrines of vicarious liability. Under certain legislation, such as the Merchant Shipping Act 1894, the owner, in order to be held liable for certain categories of loss, had to be guilty of personal fault. The courts were ultimately faced with the problem of ascribing personal fault to corporate shipowners; this they did by developing the doctrine of identification, by which the fault of certain persons could be ascribed to a corporation as its personal fault. The ambit of search was conventional; the language in which the conclusion was couched was not.

The doctrine was elucidated in Lennard's Carrying Co. v. Asiatic Petroleum Co., a case involving a claim for fire loss, as a defence to which the company urged that the loss arose without its actual fault or privity. The constitutional argument, that a company could not be guilty of actual fault or privity, was not made. The defendants argued that for the purpose of liability in negligence only the board of directors could be identified with the company and that the person at fault here was the managing director, who carried on the greater part of the company's business. The board of directors was unaware of the unseaworthy nature of the vessel concerned. In rejecting the company's argument, Viscount Haldane stated:

"My Lords, a corporation is an abstraction. It has no mind of its own any more than it has a body of its own; its active and directing will must consequently be sought in the person of somebody who for some purpose may be called an agent, but who is really the directing mind and will of the corporation, the very ego and centre of the personality of the corporation."
That person may be under the direction of the shareholders in general meeting; that person may be the board of directors itself, or it may be, and in some companies it is so, that that person has an authority co-ordinate with the board of directors given to him under the articles of association, and is appointed by the general meeting of the company, and can only be removed by the general meeting of the company. 52

Lord Dunedin spoke of a company being truly represented by one director to whom its business was in fact entrusted. 53

The House of Lords thus examined the control structure of a limited company in order to determine how a statutory provision which spoke in terms of personal liability could be ascribed to it. The search essentially was to determine who initiated policy within the corporation. It took account of the then modern development of the office of managing director, which was becoming the most important single position in corporate management.

The English courts did not consciously apply the doctrine of identification in criminal cases until the last decade. 54 In Canada a similar doctrine began to emerge, seemingly quite independently, as early as 1923. In Rex v. Canadian Allis-Chalmers Ltd., 55 Rose J., in considering whose negligence might be imputed to a corporation as negligence personal to it, plainly saw the problem as one of personal liability. The corporation could not therefore be held liable for the negligence of a subordinate employee.

What the rank or position of the officer or employee or other agent would have to be in order that his negligence might be deemed to be that of the corporation cannot be stated generally; what would be said in the case of a "one man" company might be quite inaccurate in the case, say, of a railway company whose lines extend across a continent; but in every case the evidence must be such as to justify a finding that the company—the employer—was negligent, or there can be no conviction. 56

In Rex v. Fane Robinson Ltd., 57 Ford J.A. consciously applied the Lennard's case in order to establish that corporate liability was truly personal liability and that a corporation could personally entertain the mens rea necessary for liability for criminal conspiracy. Thereafter, Canadian courts applied the doctrine of identification with some fidelity. 58

Much development of the doctrine has taken place. On a narrow view, a corporation should only be held personally liable for the acts and intent
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of organs of the corporation—those persons who, by the constitutional documents of the corporation, are entitled to the primary management of its affairs. This argument has a certain anthropomorphic charm. It also furnishes a neat, non-discretionary formula, making it easy to distinguish personal from vicarious liability. This strict constitutional formulation has therefore some judicial support. It would, in general, imply that a corporation could only be held personally liable for acts or omissions which are brought home personally to the corporation through one of its governing organs—the board of directors, the managing director or the general meeting.

The difficulty with this formula is that it does not fit the case of the large, decentralized corporation in which decisions of importance may well be taken by middle-range managerial officers who are answerable only in some ultimate sense to board members. These considerations led the English courts in *The Lady Gwendolen* to extend the doctrine to persons other than directors, where such a person is one to whom the owner has extended all relevant powers of control. In general, there is a disposition in England to employ a “responsible officer” formulation which, while now founded on the doctrine of identification, is not restricted by considerations of strict constitutionalism. As Lord Reid stated in *Tesco Supermarkets Ltd. v. Nattrass*:

But the board of directors may delegate some part of their functions of management giving to their delegate full discretion to act independently of instructions from them. I see no difficulty in holding that they have thereby put such a delegate in their place so that within the scope of the delegation he can act as the company. It may not always be easy to draw the line but there are cases in which the line must be drawn.

In Canada, in the leading case of *Regina v. St. Lawrence Corp.*, Schroeder J.A. reached a similar conclusion. Liability is not imposed respondeat superior; however,

if the agent falls within a category which entitles the Court to hold that he is a vital organ of the body corporate and virtually its directing mind and will in the sphere of duty and responsibility assigned to him so that his action and intent are the very action and intent of the company itself, then his conduct is sufficient to render the company indictable by reason thereof. It should be added that both on principle and authority this proposition is subject to the proviso that in performing the acts in question the agent was acting within the scope of his authority either express or implied.
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This is an impeccable statement of the doctrine of identification as it is applied in Canadian courts. It has been followed as such.  

Certain aspects of the doctrine deserve emphasis. The doctrine of identification is a doctrine of ascription—i.e., of ascribed liability. The conditions for ascription are therefore matters for determination by the courts. We are not dealing with inherent qualities of one sort or another. The ascription is performed for a purpose: to impose personal liability. Therefore, the doctrine must be formulated upon conditions which enable personal and vicarious corporate liability to be adequately differentiated. This, given a discretionary formula of the character employed in Canada, is not easy, but it is possible. The test essentially stresses the autonomy of the director or officer within the sphere of activity in which he operates. Inevitably there will be cases in which the same set of facts could support either personal or vicarious corporate liability (assuming that the offence could be committed vicariously).  

This possibility of blurring is inevitable if the test is to fit the realities of the large decentralized corporation.  

The reasons for differentiating between personal and vicarious liability are partly dialectical and partly founded on policy, i.e., the desire to impose personal corporate liability rather than vicarious liability in a situation stemming essentially from a failure to supervise officers, agents and employees. A broad test is in part dictated by the view that ignorance by top management of the criminal activities of subordinates is often founded on expediency. This concern, it may be noted, underlies some of the American cases as well. Canadian courts stress function rather than form. The question is not whether the relevant human actor occupies a particular place within the corporation, but whether, whatever his title, he exercises substantially autonomous powers in respect of a significant aspect of the corporation’s activities. Thus, as Schreuder J.A. pointed out in Regina v. St. Lawrence Corp.,  a company with branch offices in territories widely separated from its head office can have directing minds in the several territories. It is, however, not clear whether the doctrine of identification operates in respect of a person who, while in fact manipulating the company, occupies no formal position in it.  

There is a further and more difficult question as to whether identification is essential in crimes of intent or criminal negligence involving omissions. Is it enough to show that an omission causing the harm occurred, or must this, together with a state of mind, be attributed to a responsible officer? The Allis-Chalmers  case suggests that such attribution is necessary. Later
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authority holds, however, that it is enough to show that the established practice of the corporation amounted to criminal negligence. 69 This seems reasonable. If in every case of negligence it was necessary to show that some high officer had direct knowledge of the situation in respect of which negligence is alleged, grave difficulties of proof could arise. There is no ready solution at common law to the problems posed by intentional or reckless omissions, where the relevant state of mind must be shown to render the omission culpable. It would seem appropriate to legislate specifically to meet the problem. The matter is dealt with further in this article in connection with liability for manslaughter. 70

It is thought, despite American authority to the contrary, 71 that a dishonest purpose cannot be ascribed to a company where no responsible officer has knowledge of dishonesty, but where several such officers have elements of knowledge which, if blended together, would disclose dishonesty. 72

C. Conspiracy

It is plain that corporations can be convicted of criminal conspiracy. There are circumstances, however, in which this could not appropriately be done. If the only alleged conspirators are the corporation and, for example, the managing director who acted for the corporation, it is submitted that no conspiracy should lie. The reason is that the same person cannot be identified with the corporation as its mind and also be regarded as an independent conspirator. Nonetheless, in Regina v. Electrical Contractors Association, 73 the Ontario Court of Appeal held that a charge of conspiracy between a corporation and its controlling officer would lie. The court reasoned that the officer acted in two capacities and that a conspiracy could exist between two capacities of the same mind. This result is to be deprecated. Conspiracy requires two minds, and as was said in an English case, it would be "artificial to take the view that the company, although it is clearly a separate legal entity, can be regarded here as a separate person or a separate mind ... ." 74 The same principles should apply if a committee of directors or the board of directors were charged with conspiring with their company. A conspiracy charge should, however, be possible where a director acting on his own behalf or on behalf of another company conspired with the managing director or the board. 75
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Can parent and subsidiary corporations, each of which is a separate legal entity, conspire together? Canadian and American courts hold that, provided each has a separate organization and its own management, such corporations can conspire together. However, where a business organizes itself in separate departments of one entity rather than formally separate entities no conspiracy lies between such departments. The result is artificial, turning upon matters of organizational framework rather than criminal policy. On one view it would be preferable to look upon a group of corporations subject to common control as being an enterprise entity, the members of the group being therefore incapable of conspiring with one another. Conspiracy charges against individuals in the employ of one or more companies in the group would remain possible. Most such cases have arisen in relation to anti-trust laws, and the U.S. Supreme Court has usually allowed conspiracy charges between parent and subsidiary without much regard for the above distinctions. The emphasis has been on enforcing the statutes preventing restraint of trade. It is thought that Canadian courts would probably stress the separate legal entity principle and uphold charges of conspiracy between corporations under common control, i.e., as in the parent-subsidiary or group situation.

D. Course of employment and corporate benefit

In Regina v. St. Lawrence Corp., Schroeder J.A. as noted held that the agent with whose actions the company is to be identified must be acting within the scope of his authority, express or implied. This is a reasonable limitation on the doctrine of identification. The real problem is whether a corporation should be held liable simply because the agent was acting within the scope of his authority or in the course of his employment. In other words, is this consideration not only a necessary but also a sufficient condition of liability? The problem arose in an English case, Moore v. I. Bresler Ltd., where the court held a company personally liable for conspiracy to defraud H.M. Customs and Excise, notwithstanding that the false information was submitted to the customs agent by the company's officers as a cloak for their own fraud on the company. Canadian authority holds that in such circumstances the wrongful acts cannot be imputed to the com-
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pany as acts personal to it. The result seems appropriate if the law is cast in terms of personal liability. However, if the aim of corporate liability is precisely that of vicarious liability, viz., the transfer of a policing function from the community at large to an employer, it seems less so. And, indeed, in vicarious liability cases, "corporate benefit" and the question whether the corporation employed "due diligence" may give rise to a clash of principles in a particular case. The question whether a corporation exercised "due diligence" to prevent the commission of an offence could, one must note, arise in one of two ways. It could arise as part of an evidentiary showing that the acts in question were not committed with the complicity of the board of directors. This would be appropriate where corporate personal liability is in issue. It could also arise as a substantive defence, provided for under statutes creating vicarious liability offences. This aspect of the problem is dealt with below.

E. Ultra vires

Little space need be devoted to this topic. As was previously explained, the doctrine of ultra vires refers to the capacities of a company incorporated under the enabling provisions of Companies Acts or under a special act of Parliament. Acts performed to attain objects which fall outside corporate capacities are ultra vires. Acts which are performed in the pursuit of the proper objects of the company are intra vires even though they may constitute torts or crimes. Thus the only real problem arises in respect of illegal acts performed in relation to such intra vires activities. Some Canadian authority holds, rightly or otherwise, that the doctrine of ultra vires does not apply in crime. New Zealand and American courts reach the same conclusion. The latter, however, start from the premise that the doctrine of ultra vires is an agency limitation on the power of directors and does not affect corporate relations with third parties. On the other hand Eng-
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lish, and some Canadian courts have suggested that a corporation cannot be held liable in tort for ultra vires activities. The sensible response would be to clarify the matter by legislation since it is impossible to predict whether ultra vires will be seen as a limitation on contractual power or as a general limitation on corporate powers. A further reason for legislation is that, if ultra vires is a limitation to criminal liability, the limitation would apply unevenly depending on whether the corporation was incorporated under letters patent and therefore not subject to the classical rule in all its rigour, or under memorandum and articles. Different results might for example be yielded in Alberta and Quebec.

F. Limitations on liability

Corporations can now be held liable for almost all offences. Few convictions are for traditional crimes, a circumstance which suggests that prosecutorial discretion ensures that such crimes are charged exclusively to the individuals concerned. Manslaughter apart, liability has not yet been imposed for crimes of violence. Nor has it generally been imposed for crimes against the state, or the traditional crimes of dishonesty contained in the Criminal Code. In 1969, I concluded:

In practice liability generally relates to certain types of commercial fraud or violations of regulatory legislation. Those traditional areas of the law in which corporations have appeared as the accused, such as fraud or obscene libel, involved offences closely related to the business activities of the corporation. It seems fair to infer that corporations, in general, are prosecuted only where the offence was closely related to the business affairs of the corporation.

The exceptions to liability, accepted or suggested, are heterogeneous. The first group of exceptions concern offences which cannot by their very nature be committed by corporations. This is a rapidly diminishing category, consisting of crimes like rape, bigamy and perjury. The English Law Commission states:

It may also be asserted with some confidence that there are certain offences which, by their very nature, a company will never commit as principal, such as bigamy, rape or self-administration of a noxious drug to procure an abortion. Here the individual [sic] who participates in the offence as principal, however closely he may be identified with the company, always acts in a personal capacity.
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Section 226 of the Canadian Code is an obvious example of the point.\textsuperscript{96} The Law Commission proceeds to point out that circumstances may make it appropriate to charge a corporation with being an accessory to such offences—"for example if an incorporated marriage bureau were to procure a bigamous marriage, or a director of an incorporated nursing home were to procure an illegal abortion . . .".\textsuperscript{97} In some cases in which a corporation could be charged as principal the prosecution is likely to wish to adhere to personal liability and to charge the human actors concerned. This preference may be based upon considerations of policy, such as deterrence, or upon the view that it is incongruous to charge a corporation with some crimes of violence or burglary.\textsuperscript{98} The former considerations would dictate a general policy of charging individuals. If this were strongly felt, a number of exceptions to liability might be devised, especially in relation to crimes of violence, even though the creation of such exceptions would defy the analytical premises upon which corporate criminal liability rests. The point is not yet academic. Manslaughter by way of criminal negligence and omission is clearly a crime for which corporations may be convicted in Canada,\textsuperscript{99} and as we have seen, sundry other crimes of the same sort have been charged against corporations.

Crimes of violence involving acts of violence have not been charged as corporate crimes. In some jurisdictions non-liability is founded upon principles of interpretation, and in particular the principle of construction \textit{noscitur a sociis}. Thus, where a statute prohibits, for example, the wounding of one human being by another, corporate liability is not possible.\textsuperscript{100} These considerations do not apply in Canada in relation to manslaughter where, as the New Zealand courts have pointed out,\textsuperscript{101} the Criminal Code provides:

\begin{verbatim}
205.(1) A person commits homicide when, directly or indirectly, by any means, he causes the death of a human being.
\end{verbatim}

Could the \textit{noscitur a sociis} construction apply to assault where the Code defines assault, in part, as follows?

\begin{verbatim}
R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34:
226. A female person who, being pregnant and about to be delivered, with intent that the child shall not live or with intent to conceal the birth of the child, fails to make provision for reasonable assistance in respect of her delivery is, if the child is permanently injured as a result thereof or dies immediately before, during or in a short time after birth, as a result thereof, guilty of an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for five years.
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{96} R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34:
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A person commits an assault when, without the consent of another person...

(a) he applies force intentionally to the person of the other...

It might be suggested that the word "person" has the same meaning in both places in the section. This would require a construction which either exempted corporations from the section or allowed corporations to be both assailant and victim. One might inquire what the "person" of a corporation might be in this context. Assuming that this argument is wrong, we must then determine whether on other grounds corporations are to be regarded as not liable for offences of violence other than such as may sound in omission.

The courts have never had to face these difficulties, and therefore the problem of limitations remains unexplored. It is by no means clear that a court must necessarily apply its doctrine of identification in all the cases in which it could be applied. A limiting principle is difficult to ascertain. It might perhaps be said, as Lord Denman C.J. said at a much earlier stage, that certain crimes are breaches of social duty which ought to be brought home only to the guilty individuals concerned. In analytical terms, such judicial limitations on liability might seem arbitrary, but, as a matter of policy, they are perfectly defensible; they leave liability available in respect of those crimes, if any, where enforcement policy seems to require liability. In other words, limits can be set on the operation of the doctrine of identification beyond those which stem from its internal necessities. The doctrine of identification originated as a device to ascribe personal liability to corporations where this was necessary in order to hold them civilly liable. In criminal law, however, it tends to be assumed that the doctrine means that for all purposes of criminal liability a corporation possesses a mind—that of its controllers. But a court could return to the original root and hold that the doctrine of identification should apply only where for policy reasons it is necessary to hold a corporation liable. Thus the crime of manslaughter should perhaps attract personal corporate liability: the real point is often one of compelling adherence to safety standards. So it might or might not be thought proper policy to render a corporation liable criminally, for example, for the acts of its private police in wounding strikers. Perhaps the legal position is more flexible than has generally been assumed. But these matters are largely unsettled; the best solution may yet lie in a wide theoretical liability mitigated by an intelligent prosecutorial discretion.

It is doubtful whether in Canada a corporation could ever be convicted of perjury. It is true that in civil proceedings a corporation may be compelled to produce documents, and, as a party, is liable to examination for discovery through its proper officers. The Ontario Court of Appeal has pointed out that on discovery the witness literally speaks for the corporation. But this does not make the corporation a witness. It applies to restrict the
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range of questions which may be asked of the proper officer to those matters which come to his knowledge as an officer of the company. However, a person who is called as a witness at trial is not the “mouthpiece” of the corporation. He is personally sworn as a witness, and the corporation is not regarded as a witness at all.  

This is a distinct advantage to the prosecution, since, under the Canada Evidence Act, a witness may claim the privilege against self-incrimination. A corporate officer may thereby be compelled to give evidence which implicates the corporation and which, but for the privilege, would implicate himself. The corporation, because it is not a witness, cannot claim a privilege against self-incrimination in respect of the officer’s testimony.  

By the same reasoning, an officer who has given evidence under the protection of the Act at an administrative inquiry into the company affairs may also be called later to give evidence against the company.

These considerations do not apply to production of documents. Officers cannot be called by the prosecution to produce documents in possession of the corporation. Such a practice would amount to self-incrimination. This principle would appear to apply notwithstanding that a corporate officer might, for the purpose of directors’ liability clauses, be treated as having possession of certain classes of corporate documents.

The argument from incongruity is unimpressive. Its appeal depends very largely on unstated premises concerning the proper function of corporations. Corporations have been, for example, convicted of keeping a disorderly house, and, in America, of “criminal syndicalism” and violations of the Espionage Act. The incongruity argument often expresses no more than an initial inability to perceive how the commission of a particular crime can be said to benefit a company.

A further point should perhaps be mentioned briefly. In its Working Paper No. 44 the English Law Commission argues that it is difficult to set judicial bounds to liability: “[F]or if . . . the person identified with the company is an embodiment of it, and his guilty mind is the guilty mind of the company, it ought to follow that imprisonment of that individual is imprisonment of the company with which he is identified.” This is, with respect, wrong. The doctrine of identification enables the acts of a person or group to be ascribed personally to a company. It is a device created for
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a particular purpose. But the weight of authority is, rightly, that the company and its directors are not the same flesh in the sense suggested in the extract above.  

Sundry limitations stem from statutory construction. "Person" includes corporation save where the contrary intention appears. In some Code sections, a contrary intention is manifest. One such is section 251, dealing with procuring a miscarriage where the phrase "his intention" in subsection (1), when read with subsection (4), seems to make it clear that the section is directed against natural persons only. A contrary intention may also appear where the penalty is one which cannot be imposed upon a corporation. Such cases will be few. Section 647 of the Criminal Code provides:

647. Notwithstanding subsection 645(2), a corporation that is convicted of an offence is liable, in lieu of any imprisonment that is prescribed as punishment for that offence,
(a) to be fined in an amount that is in the discretion of the court, where the offence is an indictable offence, or
(b) to be fined in an amount not exceeding one thousand dollars, where the offence is a summary conviction offence.

Regina v. Swedler exemplifies the point. The accused was charged that he, being an officer of a bankrupt corporation which made a fraudulent disposition of funds, did participate in the offence committed by the corporation. Under section 169 of the Bankruptcy Act, the offence section, the only penalty provided is imprisonment without the option of a fine, and the fining provisions of the Criminal Code are declared inoperative. The Ontario Court of Appeal held that a corporation could be fined, the above limitation applying only to natural persons. The reference to the Criminal Code in section 169 of the Bankruptcy Act is a reference only to section 646 of the Criminal Code, providing a fine as an alternative to imprisonment for natural persons. It does not refer to section 647 of the Criminal Code. As the corporation could thus be held criminally liable, its officer could be held liable for participation.

Other limited defences based on statutory construction sometimes appear. Thus an incorporated society which showed films on Sunday to its fully paid members was held not to be liable under the Lord's Day Act for exhibiting on Sunday for hire or reward. Occasionally a corporation is held not liable for a provincial crime where the statute does not define "person" to include corporation. Finally, Crown corporations will not be bound by a criminal statute unless an intention that they shall be so bound clearly appears. In general, Canadian statutes, unlike their British counterparts, provide affirmatively that such corporations function as agents of Her
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Majesty and therefore share in the historic immunities to prosecution of the Crown. 120

G. Pre-incorporation crimes and dissolution

A corporation is not liable for crimes committed by its promoters before incorporation. 121 Dissolution of a corporation abates any prosecution against it, in the absence of legislation to the contrary. 122 The effect of amalgamation was considered in Regina v. Black and Decker Manufacturing Co. 123 In that case an information under the Combines Investigation Act was laid against a company formed by the amalgamation of three former companies. The new company bore the name of one of the old companies and the offence had been committed, if at all, by one of the old companies. Under the Canada Corporations Act, companies when amalgamated continue as one company and all liabilities of the old companies continue and are enforceable against the new company. 124 The Supreme Court of Canada, noting that the matter depends entirely on the wording of any applicable statute, held that under this particular statute an amalgamation does not create a new company or extinguish an old one. Parliament did not intend to allow a company to divest itself of its legal responsibilities by the simple expedient of amalgamation. The amalgamated companies continue in the amalgamation, without subtraction.

III. COMPARATIVE LAW OF CORPORATE LIABILITY

In this section we consider in what advanced legal systems corporate or group liability exists and the bases upon which it is imposed. The inquiry is primarily directed towards civil law systems and, above all, the United States legal system. No separate attention is directed towards England and other Commonwealth jurisdictions since, where these have a body of doctrine relating to corporate liability, it tends in all important respects to be similar to that of Canada.

A. Civil Law systems

In general, corporate personal liability has not been accepted as a general principle in civil law systems. French law is fairly typical. The

121 If authority is needed, see United States v. Crummer, 151 F.2d 958 (10th Cir. 1945).
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reasons for non-liability, as advanced in a study by Stefani and Levasseur, are:

(a) Subjecting corporations to physical penalties would be impossible.
(b) The imposition of a penalty would amount to a détournement, since punishment is intended to reform the offender.
(c) A corporation, being formed for lawful objects, cannot competently commit a fault.
(d) Fault is personal; the directors of the corporation should be punished if a crime is committed.

However, this is only part of the picture. Stefani and Levasseur think the reasons advanced in (a) to (c) are not particularly cogent. Corporations can be fined; such fines serve the deterrent and preventive purposes of punishment. Argument (c) is only persuasive if one accepts the fiction theory of corporate personality. Last, and most interesting, is the observation that many crimes are today committed by bodies corporate and that this circumstance requires a rule imposing criminal liability upon bodies corporate. How extensive the rule should be is not stated. Stefani and Levasseur appear to contemplate violations of legislation governing corporate bodies, and also false representations and cheating. Furthermore, French law admits the principle of vicarious liability and applies it against corporations. Special legislation inflicts fines against corporations for infractions committed by the servants and agents of such bodies. It is difficult to know how comprehensive such liability is. Much depends on the breadth of vicarious liability in French law, and this is the sort of knowledge which is likely to be possessed only by a specialist in the subject.

The same general principles apparently apply in Germany, Italy and Spain. In Germany fines can be levied against associations in respect of tax violations and price-fixing. Again, the desirability of corporate liability is under debate.

In Scandinavia, also, criminal liability is generally restricted to natural persons. In Norway, under certain regulatory statutes, the corporation "may be fined in the event of a violation, if committed to further its interests or if it must be presumed to have benefited from it". In order to punish

126 Id.; The Law Commission, supra note 72, paras. 17-19. M. Delmas-Marty, Droit Penal des Affaires (1973), remarks that for practical and for theoretical reasons French legal doctrine favours the criminal responsibility of bodies corporate. Most of the texts which impose such liability deal with such matters as fiscal fraud, infractions of economic legislation (a recognized category in French law) and certain cases of sales without invoice. In respect of traditional crimes, however, French legal doctrine still regards a corporation as unable to bear a penal responsibility.
the corporation, the natural person whose fault is responsible for the infract-
ion must have the necessary guilt. “But the organization may be punished
if the actor himself is not prosecuted.” 129

In Scotland, the law recognizes corporations as liable for offences of
strict liability or vicarious liability. 130 It is considered probable that Scottish
courts would, if the issue arose, hold corporations liable for offences involving
mens rea. 131

It is difficult to know what conclusions to draw from this sort of com-
parison. The English Law Commission states:

Our survey of foreign law suggests that it would be feasible to adopt a
basis of liability different from the present one; for example, the complete
exclusion of liability which appears to be the position in Italy; limitation
of liability to exceptional and specified offences as in other civil law systems;
or the limitation by reference to the presence of a particular fault element,
which appears at present to obtain in Scotland. Our examination of the
development of English law further suggests that a liability parallel to the
vicarious liability of natural persons is another possible solution. 132

If the Law Commission is asserting that its comparative research sug-
ests that each of these possibilities represents a feasible basis of liability,
one would wish with respect to differ. Procedure in Continental systems
differs from ours; powers of interrogation, for example, are entrusted to the
judiciary. One cannot be sure that the corporate façade is as opaque there
as it is here. Nor is it clear how extensive vicarious liability is in, for ex-
ample, French law. It is doubtful whether a recapitulation of the rules of
civil law systems relating to corporate liability will yield any very useful
result until more is known about their operation in the context of those
systems.

B. United States

The principles of corporate criminal liability have been more exten-
sively developed in the United States than elsewhere. One line of authority,
developed by the federal courts and expounded by some state courts as well
virtually assimilates corporate liability to vicarious liability. Another line
of authority, which in a sense culminates in the formulation advanced in the
Model Penal Code, 133 differentiates corporate personal liability and simple
vicarious liability, making a corporation liable only for faults personal to it.
This is akin to the formulation adopted by Canadian courts. It is suggested
that the American experience is of value in telling us something about both
the reasons for liability and the bases upon which it might be imposed.

The rule employed in the United States federal courts reflects the as-
sumption that corporate criminal liability is primarily designed to secure
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compliance with regulatory legislation. The federal courts have not been disposed to clearly differentiate personal corporate liability from vicarious liability. Their approach has been realistic: they have not assumed that crimes have necessarily originated in the board room, and have imposed liability in respect of the middle range of corporate officials, such as area and branch managers, regardless of whether the offence reflected the policy of the corporation as seen by the highest levels of management. Furthermore, it has been recognized that if it were necessary to prove complicity on the part of the highest range of managerial officials in order to hold corporations liable, it would frequently prove impossible to convict corporations. Accordingly, the courts have adopted a basis of liability which is, essentially, that of vicarious liability.

The history of this development has been dealt with elsewhere. The fundamental rule, articulated in *Egan v. United States*, is that a corporation is criminally liable for the acts of its officers, agents or servants who, in doing the acts complained of, were engaged in exercising corporate powers for the benefit of the corporation while acting in the scope of their employment. This test is now generally employed, even in the case of crimes involving mens rea, and the fact that an action was performed contrary to corporate policy has not been permitted to influence the result. There seems a distinct strain of judicial scepticism inherent in the conclusion that a corporation “cannot divorce itself from its responsible agent to insulate itself from criminal prosecution”. At one time the rule was so far-reaching that the human agent’s intention to benefit the corporation was considered irrelevant to liability. There was and is a certain logical strength in this position.

The applicable principles are summed up in *Standard Oil Co. v. United States*. The case concerned alleged violations of the Hot Oil Act, sections 715a(1), 715b, 715d, and 715e. The acts were performed by employees of the company who, ostensibly acting in the performance of their duties, were really co-operating with a third person in the accomplishment of a criminal
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purpose for the benefit of that third person. The actions of the employees not only did not benefit the employer but in some instances resulted in the theft of its property. The employees were of a relatively minor status, save one who was acting in fact as a superintendent in the absence of the regular superintendent. The defendant corporation, on becoming aware of the fraud, immediately reported the matter to the appropriate government body. No benefit was obtained by the corporation. The court held that in relation to crimes of intent, a corporation cannot be charged with guilty knowledge acquired by employees outside the scope of their employment; a servant is not regarded as acting within the scope of his employment unless his acts are motivated by a purpose to benefit the master or, as the proposition is sometimes expressed, to further the master's business. It should be noted, parenthetically, that these two expressions do not seem to mean quite the same thing. The corporation may be criminally bound by the acts of subordinate, even menial, employees; mere violation of instructions will not shield the corporation from criminal responsibility for actions which its agents have taken for it. A corporation may be held liable even though no benefit has resulted to it. However, a purpose to benefit the corporation is decisive in equating the agent's action with that of the corporation:

For it is an elementary principle of agency that "an act of a servant is not within the scope of employment if it is done with no intention to perform it as a part of or incident to a service on account of which he is employed". 142

The touchstone is not simply whether the employee was performing his allotted functions: a corporation is not to be held liable for embezzlement if a faithless employee diverts funds as an embezzler. Nor is benefit decisive; its value is evidentiary as tending to establish whether or not the servant or agent acted with a view of furthering the employer's business. In this case there was no benefit. None was conferred, neither was one intended.

In sum, no criminal intent is imputed to corporations where the servants, via whom such imputation may be made, acted in order to advance the interests of parties other than their corporate employer. 143 The point is illustrated in United States v. Harry L. Young & Sons, 144 where liability was imposed on the corporation for knowingly violating a regulation forbidding the leaving of any vehicle laden with explosives. The vehicle was left unloaded by a driver, in breach of specific instructions to the contrary. Here, lack of intent to benefit the corporation was treated as irrelevant. This seems correct; the guilty act was not performed otherwise than in the course of the master's business and there was no intent to benefit any other person or corporation. On the other hand, where servants do not act with a view to furthering the corporation's benefit, the corporation may still be held crim-
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inally liable where superior agents were aware of the violations and took no steps to report or prevent them. 145

Somewhat different rules apply where the offence does not involve mens rea. It would seem that a corporation may be held liable for crimes of strict liability where these are committed by an employee while acting in the course of his employment, whether or not he intended to benefit the corporation. 146

For offences requiring mens rea, the federal courts do not recognize due diligence as a defence. The fact that the actor disobeyed corporate instructions in acting as he did will not prevent his intent from being imputed to the company. 147 It is said to be a factor militating against corporate criminal responsibility, but having no higher status. 148 What more would have to be shown to result in acquittal is not clear, but it seems to be assumed that nothing less than acts performed to defraud the corporation would suffice.

The officer, servant, or agent whose fault is to be imputed to the corporation as personal to it may be of a lowly or menial status. 149 In practice, however, liability is imposed only in respect of middle-range managerial personnel, both in the federal courts and in those States which have adopted rules similar or identical to the ones applied by the federal courts. Where inferior personnel might have acted to benefit themselves, superior personnel must know of their activities before a conviction will be allowed.

Finally, it should be noted that Congress has not restricted liability to corporations. In United States v. A. & P. Trucking Co., 150 the Supreme Court held that partnerships could be convicted of offences against regulations for the safe transportation in interstate commerce of explosives and other dangerous articles. "Person", under the relevant legislation, was held to include partnership. Similarly, wide definitions have been urged under proposed environmental legislation. A list of statutes defining "person" to include corporations and other artificial entities is contained in Appendix A to the Federal Working Papers of 1970. 151

The width of these rules will be appreciated. The cases no doubt pose difficult analytical problems which the federal courts have not resolved, not least in connection with what is meant by acting in furtherance of the employer's business. Liability is not unlimited, as the exception relating to the embezzling employee, dealt with above, discloses. Intent to further the corporation's business is coupled with the matter of scope of authority to provide the necessary and sufficient bases of liability. Evidently, if it is
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desired to hold a corporation liable only for matters of policy decided upon at the highest appropriate level in relation to the area of business concerned, the federal rule is unsatisfactory. If one is imbued with analogies between corporations and natural persons, the rule again appears flawed. A human employer is not held liable merely because his employee, acting within the scope of employment, commits a crime, intending thereby to benefit the employer's business. On the other hand, if it is decided that, for policy reasons principally relating to the size of much corporate business and the difficulty of detecting high-ranking offenders, a wide vicarious liability must be imposed, the federal rule is attractive. These are matters for resolution in the light of the policy which the Law Reform Commission believes to be appropriate.

One should also note the wording of the Study Draft of the proposed Federal Criminal Code. The draft provided:

402. Corporate Criminal Liability

(1) Liability Defined. A corporation may be convicted of:

(a) any offense committed in furtherance of its affairs on the basis of conduct done, authorized, requested, commanded, ratified or recklessly tolerated in violation of a duty to maintain effective supervision of corporate affairs, by any of the following or a combination of them:
   (i) the board of directors;
   (ii) an executive officer or any other agent in a position of comparable authority with respect to the formulation of corporate policy or the supervision in managerial capacity of subordinate employees;
   (iii) any person, whether or not an officer of the corporation, who controls the corporation or is responsibly involved in forming its policy;
   (iv) any other person for whose act or omission the statute defining the offense provides corporate responsibility for offenses;
(b) any offense consisting of an omission to discharge a specific duty of affirmative conduct imposed on corporations by law;
(c) any misdemeanor committed by an agent of the corporation in furtherance of its affairs; or
(d) any offense for which an individual may be convicted without proof of culpability, committed by an agent of the corporation in furtherance of its affairs.

(2) Defense Precluded. It is no defense that an individual upon whose conduct liability of the corporation for an offense is based has been acquitted, has not been prosecuted or convicted or has been convicted of a different offense, or is immune from prosecution, or is otherwise not subject to justice.

403. Criminal Liability of Unincorporated Associations.

An unincorporated association may be convicted under circumstances corresponding to those set forth in section 402 with respect to corporations.

This wording represents a codification of present case law with minor

variations. It may be slightly narrower than the existing law. It reflects a felony-misdemeanour structure which has no analogue in Canadian law. The draft also reflects certain assumptions which appear in the Study Notes and throughout this area of the law. Of these the most significant is the assumption that a primary purpose for imposing criminal sanctions is to induce the punished entity to take action to reduce the possibility of causing harm to others through the conduct of its affairs. The examples given are adulteration of food and drugs, failure to comply with safety standards and the like. Some offences of this sort are felonies rather than misdemeanours; presumably this would include regulatory offences where mens rea is required, as well as such offences as conspiracy.

The note to sections 402 and 403 provides that in the case of felony the prosecution must prove authorization by management. The terms of the draft do not, seemingly, require that the offence inevitably be committed pursuant to corporate policy; the acts and intent of a manager having supervisory duties over subordinates would engage corporate responsibility, and there is no "due diligence" defence nor a defence based on the simple proposition that the acts were performed contrary to corporate policy. To this extent, liability could still be imposed for a failure of supervision. In the case of misdemeanours a pure rule of respondeat superior applies. But even in felony, there is a pronounced element of vicarious liability present, which leads one to wonder whether in fact the premises underlying corporate liability were fully worked out. It would be possible to impose liability only for corporate policy as determined at the highest level. One could still employ the acts of managerial supervisors to provide the foundation of a prima facie inference against the corporation, the inference being rebuttable. Such an approach was adopted in California in W.T. Grant Co. v. Superior Court of California. In that case the manager of the television department in one of the applicant's stores sold used television sets as new sets to its customers. The corporation was a nationwide corporation operating hundreds of stores. It was held that the acts of the manager afforded a prima facie case of criminal intent against the applicant. As manager, he "functioned as the company's directing arm and spoke with the voice of its authority. Strangers to [the company's] internal operation and organization are entitled to assume that [the manager] possessed authority to instruct on company sales policy at that particular store". This could be rebutted by showing that the manager lacked authority to formulate company sales policy at the particular store. This comes closer to a personal corporate liability.

This sort of defence is not provided for in the draft. It may be that the reason is that such a defence would be inconsistent with the role of protecting the public in situations less akin to the classical fraud situation than that in Grant's case. But if so, it must be conceded that corporate liability
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for felonies under the draft contains a striking element of vicarious liability. This may well be justified given the particular pattern of offences concerned. Indeed, the restrictions on vicarious liability may be essentially unhelpful. At this juncture one simply notes the point. Essentially, the framers of the section sought to penalize corporations in respect of policy decisions and relied on hierarchical considerations to accomplish this. The ascription of liability in respect of the acts of a person who controls the corporation, notwithstanding that such person is not an officer of the corporation, is an advantage over the formulation in the Model Penal Code.

C. Liability in Canada and under the Model Penal Code

The principles of the doctrine of identification in Canada and England need not be restated here. It is perhaps enough to note that the doctrine is intended to allow for the attribution of mens rea to a corporation where the actor concerned is of such a status that he represents the controlling mind and will of the company, at any rate within the sphere of responsibility allotted to him. The provisions of the Model Penal Code represent an attempt to produce the same result.

In relation to corporate personal liability, the Model Penal Code provides:

2.07(1) A corporation may be convicted of the commission of an offense if: . . .

(c) the commission of the offense was authorized, requested, commanded, or performed by the board of directors or by a high managerial agent acting on behalf of the corporation within the scope of his employment.

Section 2.07(4)(c) defines “high managerial agent” to mean an officer of a corporation, or any other agent of a corporation “having duties of such responsibility that his conduct may fairly be assumed to represent the policy of the corporation or association”.

The American Law Institute sought, in adopting this formulation, to devise a formula which would impose corporate personal liability on a footing different from that of simple vicarious liability. The difference is corporate policy: when the actor concerned is a high managerial agent, it is reasonable to assume that his conduct represents corporate policy.

Several criticisms of the Model Penal Code formulation may be advanced. First, the formula is discretionary. This is probably inevitable, and it does not necessarily invalidate the proposal. It is difficult to see how a non-discretionary formula could be devised. The court must start from some vantage point. But should the matter end there? It is one thing to begin with an ascription of guilt from the acts of an officer whose conduct probably
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represents corporate policy, but quite another thing to end there. Quite important corporate officers may not share in the primary function of policy making. The notion of an "inner circle" of policy makers is dangerously attractive, but corporate structures differ; not all "policy" decisions come before the board of directors. Some policy matters may well be dealt with by the managing director or by specialist committees. Some, in large decentralized companies, may be left to branch offices. There are different levels of policy making in many large corporations. "Common sense" assumptions about the extent to which corporate officers' actions represent corporate policy are demonstrably deficient. There is evidence to suggest that area managers of large corporations have been responsible for American antitrust violations. Their actions were dictated by a desire to stabilize trading in their own areas in order to better secure their own positions, not by any desire to implement agreed corporate policies.

The Model Penal Code draft affords an admirable statement of the criteria which should be present before a prima facie imputation of guilt is made. But it should not be considered an exhaustive statement of principle.

Another criticism, advanced by a Massachusetts court, is that the draft relies unduly upon matters of form in stating the criteria of ascription. The courts ought to inquire not into the formal position of the actor, but into whether he was given the powers, duties, responsibility and authority to handle the particular business or operation or project of the corporation, whatever his status in the corporation. The same court notes that the question is not exclusively what power the individual has over the entire corporate business, but rather what power he has over the particular area to which the allegedly criminal conduct relates. These defects are overcome in the Federal Study Draft. They are also overcome, let it be noted, by the doctrine of identification as it is presently formulated in Canadian decisions. The avowed purpose of the Massachusetts court—to impose personal corporate liability for corporate policy decisions—will be coincidentally achieved, though there is a potential margin for error present.

A final point may be ventured. The American formulations which we have discussed yield broadly similar results in most cases. For, while in the federal courts liability for mens rea offences can be imposed in theory for the acts of menial servants, in practice it is restricted to the acts of middle-range officers. The Study Draft of the Federal Code and the Model Penal Code formulation would probably yield the same results. Two considerations

159 There are a number of relevant studies. See, e.g., R. Gordon, Business Leadership in the Large Corporation 114 (1944); P. Fiorini, Ownership Control and Success of Large Companies 80-82 (1961). On decentralization, see publications of the General Electric Company reported in R. Donnelly, J. Goldstein, R. Schwartz, supra note 137. See also P. Drucker, The Concept of the Corporation ch. 5 and Epilogue (1964).
are pertinent: first, that a rule which restricted liability to the determinations of the highest level of management would be insufficiently inclusive in an era in which large, decentralized corporations trading over a wide geographical area are commonplace; second, that important corporate functions are not, as a rule, entrusted to menial servants. The first consideration operates also in Canada, resulting in a wide, functional doctrine of ascription, and results similar in practice to those in America. The characteristic features of modern large corporations do not lend themselves to crude anthropomorphism or to rigid non-discretionary formulae. 162

If it is desired to perpetuate the present broad structure of corporate liability, improvements to existing formulations can readily be suggested. These have been advanced before and in outline are as follows:

(a) Any draft should make provision for ascribing personal liability to corporations for the actions of high managerial officers or persons who, though not formally high managerial officers, have been entrusted with an ample authority over a particular area of the corporation's activities. Such ascription should be possible in respect of the actions of both executive and high supervisory personnel. It is important to devise a formula which will prove to be sufficiently inclusive to deal adequately with the affairs of large, decentralized corporations.

(b) But the inference that the determinations and actions of such persons represent corporate policy should be rebuttable by the corporation. It should be accepted that in some cases the corporation may leave particular policies to be determined in an area; in others, by taking no action or insufficient action in respect of some problems the existence of which the ultimate controllers are aware, the corporation should be held to have connived at the violations. An example of the latter might be a case in which a corporation failed to advise and warn concerning anti-trust matters and in which it was found that widespread violations by the company were occurring within a given area.

(c) Attention should be given to problems of evidence and, in particular, to the status of corporate documents and the like. 163

These suggestions beg the question whether there should be liability, and, if so, upon what basis it should be imposed. These matters are dealt with below. 164 It is not intended to overlook the wider problems. At this point one merely notes the possibility of interstitial amendment.

IV. PERSONAL LIABILITY OF INDIVIDUALS

It is appropriate to anticipate somewhat by noting that of the justifications advanced for corporate criminal liability two are particularly cogent. The first is that it is often difficult to determine who in any organization was

162 For this latter reason, the formulation advanced by Lord Diplock in Tesco Supermarkets Ltd. v. Nattrass, supra note 54, is, I submit, undesirable.
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responsible for an infraction. It may be, and in general will be, necessary to identify some person in order to attribute guilt to a corporation, but such identification does not necessarily exhaust the list of those who may be guilty of varying degrees of complicity. In the case of omissions, it may be difficult to identify any culpable person at all.\(^\text{165}\) In general the doctrine of identification is not applicable to negligent omissions.\(^\text{166}\) Furthermore, superior officers are not vicariously liable for the acts of underlings, since only the corporation can be regarded as the employer.\(^\text{167}\)

There are two problems regarding the personal liability of individuals. The first concerns the appropriate ambit of liability, whether or not it is to be confined to accepted doctrines of complicity or is to be expressed more widely; the second concerns the manner in which that liability is to be made effective. At common law, corporate criminal liability is cumulative rather than substitutionary. Thus, a natural person upon whose actions corporate guilt is founded is not excused from liability upon the conviction of the corporation.\(^\text{168}\) Where the words of the statute dictate that only the corporation can be guilty as a principal, natural persons can be held liable via doctrines of complicity only.\(^\text{169}\) However the ambit of liability at common law does not extend to vicarious liability for the acts of other employees and thus is not appropriate to enforce a wide duty of supervision on the part of superior officers. In some modern drafts,\(^\text{170}\) a regime extending little beyond liability at common law is established.

These gaps have provoked much concern. The view has been taken that the best deterrent available is the conviction and punishment of natural persons. Accordingly, recent law reform projects, discussed below, have sought to establish an extended regime of personal liability. In addition, in Canada as in England, directors' liability clauses are to be found scattered through much legislation.

The Model Penal Code\(^\text{171}\) adopts a relatively restricted formulation. Section 2.07(6) provides, in part:

(a) A person is legally accountable for any conduct he performs or causes to be performed in the name of the corporation or an unincorporated associ-

---


\(^{166}\) See text at note 69 supra.


\(^{170}\) E.g., DELAWARE DRAFT CRIMINAL CODE § 141.

\(^{171}\) Supra note 46.
ation or in its behalf to the same extent as if it were performed in his own name or behalf.

(b) Whenever a duty to act is imposed by law upon a corporation or an unincorporated association, any agent of the corporation or association having primary responsibility for the subject matter of the duty is legally accountable for an omission to perform the required act to the same extent as if the duty were imposed by law directly upon himself.

(c) When a person is convicted of an offense as an accomplice of a corporation or an unincorporated association he is subject to the sentence authorized by law when a natural person is convicted of an offense of the grade and degree involved.

Paragraph (a) essentially restates the accepted position concerning liability for complicity generally. Paragraph (b) deals with liability for omissions. It casts a substituted duty upon corporate agents and renders them liable accordingly. It does not, however, overcome the practical problems of identifying the person who under the circumstances ought to have acted and of proving that his omission to do so was culpable. The purport of paragraph (c) is plain. The provision is unnecessary in the light of the applicable Canadian Criminal Code provisions.\footnote{172}

Thus, the provisions of the Model Penal Code do not impose a liability much greater than that provided for now by accepted doctrines of complicity. The exception to this statement is the provision concerning omissions.

By contrast, the provisions of section 404 of the Study Draft of the Federal Criminal Code\footnote{173} imposed a wide supervisory liability upon senior corporate officers. The section provided:

404. Individual Accountability for Conduct on Behalf of Organizations.

(1) Conduct on Behalf of Organization. A person is legally accountable for any conduct he performs or causes to be performed in the name of an organization or in its behalf to the same extent as if the conduct were performed in his own name or behalf.

(2) Omission. Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever a duty to act is imposed upon an organization by a statute or regulation thereunder, any agent of the organization having primary responsibility for the subject matter of the duty is legally accountable for an omission to perform the required act to the same extent as if the duty were imposed directly upon himself.

(3) Accomplice of Organization. When an individual is convicted of an offense as an accomplice of an organization, he is subject to the sentence authorized when a natural person is convicted of that offense.

(4) Default in Supervision. A person responsible for supervising relevant activities of an organization is guilty of an offense if his willful default in supervision within the range of that responsibility contributes to the occurrence of an offense for which the organization may be convicted. Conviction under this subsection shall be of an offense of the same class as the offense for which the organization may be convicted, except that if the latter offense

\footnote{172} R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34, ss. 21-23, and Part XX, which disclose no difference in the penalties applicable to principals and parties.

\footnote{173} Supra note 151.
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is a felony, conviction under this subsection shall be for a Class A misdemeanor.

As the notes to the section state, it makes explicit the rule that the human actor involved is not excused by the fact that the corporation is liable for the offence. Liability for omissions is dealt with in the same manner as in the Model Penal Code. Liability is also imposed on individuals for wilful default in supervision within the range of acts for which they are responsible where this default contributes to the occurrence of the offence. In this respect the Study Draft goes beyond the Model Penal Code. There is a history of provisions in federal statutes penalizing officers who wilfully permit the doing of acts prohibited by statute. The precise formulation adopted in the draft goes farther and penalizes wilful defaults in supervision. It followed suggestions which had been made concerning earlier legislative drafts. Similar suggestions have been made more recently. We deal with the practical difficulties associated with the enforcement of such legislation later.

While no such general principle as that in subsection 404(4) appears in Canadian law, the Revised Statutes of Canada contain many examples of directors' liability clauses imposing an extended duty of supervision and employing either a normal or a reverse onus of proof. The situation is thus similar to that in England.

Such provisions exist in several forms. Under some statutes the applicable provisions are narrow, not extending liability beyond the accepted doctrines of complicity. The normal form of clause in use is somewhat wider. Section 6(2) of the Agricultural Products Board Act provides:

If any person acting for or employed by any individual, partnership, corporation, or association, negligently or willfully omits personally to perform any necessary act or properly to supervise or apportion duties among his subordinates, in the execution of the authority or functions vested in him, and by reason of such omission a violation of this Act directly results, he shall be liable to all the penal and other provisions of this Act with respect to such violation.


See Leih, supra note 1, at 176-81; G. Williams, Criminal Law, The General Part, s. 284 (2d ed. 1961).


6(2) Where a corporation is guilty of an offence under this Act, any officer, director or agent of the corporation who directed, authorized, assented to, acquiesced in or participated in the commission of the offence is a party to and guilty of the offence.\textsuperscript{179}

Under this formulation it would seemingly be possible to convict an officer, director or agent who knew of the offence and failed to take steps to prevent it. This is made explicit under the Atomic Energy Act.\textsuperscript{180} It would seem to be immaterial that the offence occurred in an area with which the person was not primarily concerned. The onus of proving both the commission of the offence and the culpability of the officer rests throughout on the prosecution.

Some clauses impose an affirmative duty of supervision upon officers. Section 49 of the Immigration Act\textsuperscript{181} provides that where an offence against the Act or regulations has been committed by a corporation, and whether or not the corporation has been prosecuted or convicted, every person who at the time of the commission of the offence was a director or officer of the corporation is guilty of the like offence, “upon proof that the act or omission constituting the offence took place with his knowledge or consent, or that he failed to exercise due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence”. This provision is theoretically very wide. It is wider than the United States Study Draft because it imposes liability for the lack of due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence. It is therefore available in cases of negligence in supervision. Furthermore, unlike the Study Draft, it does not require a showing of causation: it is enough that the default in supervision contributed to the occurrence of the offence, whatever that somewhat obscure phrase may mean. But it will be necessary to show that the offence occurred within the sphere of responsibility of the director or officer concerned, and this could prove difficult.

In some cases an extended liability is coupled with a reverse onus provision.\textsuperscript{182} The form employed in Canada is typified by the Defence Production Act,\textsuperscript{183} section 21(5), which provides that where a corporation is guilty of an offence, any officer or director of the corporation is a party to and guilty of an offence

if it was committed with his knowledge unless he exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence; and in any proceeding against a person who was a director or officer of a corporation when the corporation committed an offence under this Act for being a party to and guilty of such offence, the burden of proving his absence of such knowledge or the exercise of such due diligence by him is upon the accused.

Under this form the onus of disproving guilt lies upon the director: he must show an absence of knowledge or, affirmatively, the exercise of due diligence. But it is not clear what matters the prosecution must prove in order to establish prima facie liability on the part of directors and officers. Proof that the corporation was guilty of an offence is plainly essential. It is unclear what more needs to be proved, but it seems unlikely that a director or officer would be prosecuted unless there were reason to think that he might be directly implicated in some manner.

It would be possible, but unprofitable, to attempt to construe these statutes in detail. A number of general points, however, may be made. It is striking that little use has been made of these extended provisions in Canada, England or elsewhere. The first and most obvious difficulty with the clauses of the type mentioned above is that the prosecution must find it very difficult to prove that particular persons (other than the person with whose act the company is to be identified) directed, authorized, acquiesced in or participated in the commission of the offence. A similar difficulty arises from the clauses imposing an affirmative duty of supervision. In order to prove that an officer failed to exercise due diligence it will be necessary for the prosecution to prove that the matters complained of fall within the scope of authority of the particular officer concerned. This may well prove difficult to establish, for there is no standard structure of organization which companies adopt or are obliged to adopt. The duty of a director, for example, does not necessitate his giving his full attention to the corporation or attendance at all board meetings. A service director must, by contrast, devote such time to the affairs of the company as his contract stipulates. It is considered proper for directors to delegate duties to other officials and, in the absence of suspicious circumstances, to trust those officials to perform their duties honestly and competently. These propositions probably apply both in civil and criminal law. The brunt of liability will fall in practice upon the managing director, secretary and other like officers. Regrettably, perhaps, there has been no disposition to follow the example of Lord MacKay in Edwards & Sons Ltd. v. MacKinnon, where he refused to regard directoral ignorance of activities carried on by their company as excusable. In the absence of a prior administrative investigation of the sort provided for under such legislation as the Combines Invest-

184 See also Iseman. The Criminal Responsibility of Corporate Officials for Pollution of the Environment, 37 ALBANY L. REV. 61 (1972).
185 See text at note 177 supra.
and, now, the Canada Corporations Act, it may well prove impossible in practice to cast the net of personal liability very wide.

The reverse onus clauses considered above appear to be wider. It is, however, inconceivable that a court would require an officer to answer unless the prosecution could adduce some evidence of direct implication. Any wider formulation would seem intolerable.

One method of surmounting these difficulties is the administrative inquiry. Provision for such inquiries is now made in both federal and provincial statutes. Typically, there is a wide power to subpoena witnesses and documents and to compel answers on oath. Some major areas, such as combines and tax evasion, are thus covered. But if such devices are to become commonplace, it will probably be in the context of a fundamental alteration of our system of criminal procedure. It seems likely that provision for administrative investigations will otherwise continue to be made on a selective basis. Under the Canada Corporations Act or the various Canada and Provincial Evidence Acts, witnesses are protected from self-incrimination, and therefore the utility of such devices is somewhat lessened.

Another suggestion is advanced in the Study Notes to the United States Study Draft. The authors suggest:

The duty imposed upon corporate managers to prevent offenses could include the duty to allocate responsibility for compliance as well as a duty to manage and supervise. Perhaps provision could be made for Congressional or administrative direction, with specific reference to the types of business covered by any particular regulatory statute, as to the individual to be responsible for the duty to allocate and liable in case the allocation is never made and the required act never performed.

It is not altogether clear how workable such a system of directions would be. It would perhaps help in the case of omissions to which it is primarily directed. But how would liability be formulated? Would the organ responsible for allocation of the duty be criminally liable for non-allocation? If so, would this meet the real problem? How would the prosecution prove that a duty had not been allocated in fact? One fears that the corporate façade would remain opaque and that in practice the corporation would alone be made liable. Of course, legislation could provide that where a corporation
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190 R.S.C. 1970, c. C-32, s. 114, as amended, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 10, s. 12. Witnesses are bound to answer in such proceedings, but are protected from prosecution, except for perjury, in giving such evidence. See Canada Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 10, s. 114.3.
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196 Supra note 151.
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is guilty of an offence of omission, the person who by law (assuming the existence of such a law) is under a duty to allocate functions is prima facie guilty of a failure to allocate. The suggestion is, however, of doubtful utility. In many cases the duty will have been allocated, but neglected, perhaps with the connivance of top management, resulting in non-performance of the act.

Desirable, therefore, as personal liability is, the machinery for imposing it in any efficient manner is sadly lacking. Our system of criminal evidence and procedure imposes constraints upon the ability of the prosecution to secure information. There will inevitably be situations in which, if corporate liability is not relied on, activities will effectively fall outside the criminal law.

Some relatively minor suggestions concerning the improvement of directors' liability clauses may be made. It is desirable that the guilt of both the corporation and its officers be dealt with in the same proceedings. Some statutes adopt the word "guilty". There is authority that where the word "guilty" is used, it is necessary that the corporation be first convicted before proceedings can be taken against the officer. It is desirable that persons who purport to act as officers or directors, or who in fact control the operation of the business, should be subject to conviction. Provision to meet such exigencies is commonly made in England, and that example might be followed here. The Canada Corporations Act now employs an extended definition. It would also appear desirable that the statutory forms be standardized so as to impose a supervisory liability on officers by means of a due diligence clause. Where the onus is to be put is a difficult matter. No consistent pattern in employing reverse onus provisions can be discerned, but two statutes in which such provisions appear relate directly to the safety of the state. Reverse onus clauses look more efficacious than normal onus provisions, though whether in practice they are so remains unproven. If they are to be made fully effective, their form will have to be Draconian.

There is the further problem of whether directors' liability clauses should be put in the Criminal Code. One may ask whether there is any necessity for placing a section imposing a criminally enforceable general duty of care in the general body of the criminal law. If such a necessity appears, is it wise on policy grounds to single out as responsible only officers of bodies corporate? What is the nature of the harm guarded against by such provisions? It is perhaps noteworthy that examples of such a general duty of care are few, one example being found in the English Theft Act, 1968. If directors' liability clauses are placed in the Criminal Code and made gener-

200 Leigh, supra note 1, at 178-79.
203 The Theft Act, 1968, c. 60, s. 18.
ally applicable, it would probably be necessary to select a normal onus provision. But there seems little reason to do so. One might simply leave directors' liability clauses to particular statutes, as is presently the case. This enables different forms of onus to be used depending on what is desirable in the particular case. It also enables different measures of duty to be adopted, ranging from a simple duty to refrain from criminal acts to a duty to supervise. Whether these different forms of words provide significant advantages is unclear. Apart from the onus provisions, the different formulations may represent no more than stages in an evolution not very closely related to actual problems of enforcement as they have been encountered by particular government departments and agencies. This is not a matter about which one can be dogmatic in the present state of knowledge.

A further possible avenue of control is essentially prophylactic: the employment of civil disability measures against persons convicted of offences involving their corporations. At least three problems are evident, assuming that it is desirable to employ civil disability measures at all:

1. Where are such measures to be placed—in the Criminal Code or the various federal and provincial corporations statutes?
2. What sorts of disability are to be imposed and for what duration?
3. In respect of what offences are such measures to be applied—all offences wherever occurring, all indictable offences, all offences tried on indictment, all offences involving dishonesty in relation only to the corporation, etc.?

Such measures do not appear in the Canada Corporations Act. In the United Kingdom, section 188 of the Companies Act, 1948 enables the court to make an order that any person who has been convicted of any offence in connection with the promotion, formation or management of a company, or who has been guilty of fraudulent trading or breach of duty to the company, shall not act in the management of the company for such period, not exceeding five years, as may be specified in the order. The report of the Jenkins Committee on Company Law recommended that this be extended to cover inter alia persons convicted on indictment of any offence involving fraud or dishonesty whether in connection with the company or not. A similar clause appeared as subsection 405(2) of the United States Study Draft.

It is not desired to discuss the provisions of such legislation in detail. The British section indicates the sort of civil disability measure which could be imposed were it desirable to do so. If that decision were taken, the other questions outlined above would have to be considered, together with the problem of whether similar disability provisions should be extended to other forms of business organization. Any such proposal can involve fundamental
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204 The Companies Act, 1948, 11 & 12 Geo. 6, c. 38.
206 Supra note 151.
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questions as to what civil consequences should follow from criminal conviction. It is not surprising that corporation lawyers in the United States dislike civil disability measures of the sort referred to above and argue that they go further than is really necessary. The English experience indicates, however, that they are useful, and the fact that such measures are in the court's discretion should militate against any unjust or unnecessary imposition of them.

V. SOME PROPOSALS FOR REFORM

In this section proposals for reform will be considered. Some matters, however, deserve a preliminary clarification. We cannot proceed de lege ferenda. Unless our entire system of evidence and procedure is to undergo a fundamental recasting, we must evaluate proposals in the light of the characteristics of that system. Secondly, we cannot entirely overlook the fact that in much of our statute law the existence of group liability is assumed and much legislation drafted accordingly. Thirdly, and as a necessary consequence of what has been said, we cannot assume that the enforcement experience of other countries with different systems of law and procedure necessarily affords a guide or model appropriate to Canada.

It will be plain from the discussion throughout this paper that I favour the retention of group criminal liability, both personal and vicarious. The reasons are plain and relate to the commonly advanced reasons for imposing corporate liability, of which much the most important is the difficulty of locating the guilty individuals responsible for the offence. Some clarification of this point is desirable. In the case of negligent omissions, the doctrine of identification may have, and probably should have, no part to play. In the case of offences of commission, identification will only be necessary where the offence requires mens rea. Many modern offences do not, and thus a number of questions are in some measure begged when these are referred to as "mere" public welfare offences. Is it really more immoral to steal a trifling sum than to pollute a stream?

209 See, e.g., the statutes cited infra.
212 Newsom, River Pollution and the Law, 2 OTAGO L. REV. 381 (1971). It is plain that pollution offences are increasingly regarded as grave and that strict liability coupled with heavy penalties is increasingly being invoked against corporate entities and others. See, e.g., Roller, Michigan Air Pollution Control Legislative Efforts at Reform, 19 WAYNE L. REV. 89, at 126 (1972); Roush, Statutory Water Pollution Control—The Michigan Water Resources Commission Act: Observations and Suggestions, 19 WAYNE L. REV. 131, at 159 (1972); Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 2, s. 18; Canada Water Act, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 5, s. 31; Northern Inland Waters Act, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 28, s. 35; Radiation Emitting Devices Act, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 34, s. 13.
mens rea, it by no means follows that the most guilty persons in the administrative structure of a company have been reached when the person who can be proved to have committed the offence is convicted. It could be argued that these persons can only be reached by convicting the corporation. But that argument might lead to imposing liability on the basis of an assumption which in many cases will be false.

Such criminological research as there is indicates that the best deterrent is the conviction and punishment of the actual offender. Corporate criminal liability is in theory less efficacious because of its indirect character. For, whether the offence be one involving mens rea or strict liability, and whether committable only personally or vicariously as well, the sanction is directed towards the acts performed or omitted by human persons—the directors, officers, servants or agents concerned. A fine against the corporation alone could be seen as little more than a licence to do business.

Prima facie, therefore, the optimum solution is to impose a regime of personal liability. There are countervailing considerations however, and these cut across most of the accepted classifications of criminal law offences. Some of these considerations have been alluded to above. Further considerations can be advanced. In some cases it is reasonable, perhaps even necessary, to shift the burden of law enforcement from the community to an employer or person undertaking an activity. Some such cases are minor; others are substantial. But where it is decided that such a transfer should take place, corporate and group liability is again appropriate. These arguments are cogent and have been invoked to justify much corporate liability in the American federal courts. Furthermore, because quite large or diverse enterprises can exist under any or all forms of business organization, strict and vicarious liability formulations must be capable of general application.

It is fashionable to speak of "public welfare" offences or matters prohibited by penalty. These phrases sometimes serve as rough guides to the construction of ambiguous legislation and, as such, are invoked as limitations to strict and vicarious liability constructions. It would, however, be wrong to assume that all vicarious liability offences are minor; a perusal


214 The United States Justice Department, aware of the problem, prosecutes identified guilty individuals as well as such persons who have "a responsible and proximate relation to the violation": Study Notes to U.S. Proposed Draft Federal Criminal Code, supra note 151, 180. In general there is a disposition to prosecute guilty individuals where this is technically feasible. See also Booth, Criminal Aspects of Corporation Law, State and Federal, 12 U. Miami L. Rev. 44 (1957); Whiting, Criminal Antitrust Liability of Corporate Representatives, 51 Ky. L.J. 435 (1963).

215 See text at note 134 ff.

216 The Queen v. Pierce Fisheries Ltd., supra note 211.
of the statute book discloses that some are regarded as very serious. Indeed, in the case of some serious offences, strict and vicarious liability is necessary if the legislation is to be enforced efficiently or at all. The reasons why this is so are fairly clear. In many cases it is impossible to draw any inference about the mental state of the offender from the act done. We cannot infer, from the fact that milk deficient in butterfat was sold, that any person in authority in, for example, a supermarket selling the milk was aware of the deficiency. Similarly, the fact that noxious waste escapes from a filtration device does not lead inescapably to the conclusion that the occupier of the factory from which the waste escaped lacked an efficient and well-maintained filtration system. Considerations of this sort were clearly decisive in the decision of the House of Lords in *Alphacell Ltd. v. Woodward,* and rightly so.

Thus corporate and group liability is in some cases not only desirable, but essential. The choice may in some cases be between group or corporate liability or no liability. It may not be possible to locate a guilty individual to prosecute. Even in cases where such an individual can be found it may still be desirable to convict the organization, for it may be desired to cause the organization to police its own activities. This sort of consideration at present cuts across the strict liability - mens rea classification of offences. There have been cases, and in America many cases, in which statutory words prohibiting wilful violations of legislation have not prevented organizational liability on a basis of *respondeat superior.* It is precisely the transfer of police functions which warrants such liability. Whatever the mens rea required, courts have punished persons and organizations on a footing of vicarious liability where to do so seemed essential to the enforcement of the legislation. The licensee cases in England and Canada exemplify this development. Indeed, the Canadian statute book contains many examples of offences bearing considerable penalties for which strict and vicarious liability are imposed, subject to a "due diligence" defence. Legislation relating to marine pollution is an obvious example.

It may be asked whether it would not be sensible, therefore, to restrict corporate and group liability to cases where all employers are strictly and, where appropriate, vicariously liable. The difficulty is that, even for mens rea - personal liability crimes, there may still be a strong case on policy grounds for convicting the corporation in order to force it to regulate its activities. An obvious example is a conspiracy to commit regulatory offences. Again, if combinations in restraint of trade occur at middle-management level, is a function other than a transferred policing function being served when the corporation is convicted? And is it wrong to force the corporation in this
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way to police its activities? Even the traditional crime of manslaughter can serve this purpose when applied to cases of criminal negligence and omissions causing death. Other mens rea crimes are closely related to regulatory offences, differing only in respect of intent, but hardly otherwise. The former false advertisement section was of this sort. If, therefore, groups are to be held liable for offences of strict liability, but not for offences involving mens rea, the solution must be arbitrary, at least from the point of view of policy.

It would, one supposes, be possible to provide corporate liability for offences of vicarious liability, together with conspiracy to commit such offences. Some of the traditional offences committable by corporations would then cease to be so. The solution would look neater still if no vicarious liability offences involved mens rea, or if all offences of a regulatory character or having a regulatory aspect needed no mens rea. This is a solution envisaged by the English Law Commission. But would this be desirable? Parts of the Combines Investigation Act would at once have to be excepted from this pattern unless indeed it is desired to extend those offences in the Act which are not based on conspiracy but which require mens rea into the area of strict liability. Does one wish to render corporations no longer liable for manslaughter? How should we answer if asked whether corporations should be convicted of offences involving fraud?

A traditional way of answering such questions is to suggest a distinction between vicarious liability and corporate personal liability. Such a solution achieves doctrinal parity between corporate offenders and natural persons. Thus one can conclude that corporations ought to be generally liable criminally in the same manner and almost to the same extent as natural persons. This is a perfectly possible solution and one which obtains in Canada and the Commonwealth. It probably does no harm. It also begs the most important question, for it assumes that the rather metaphysical line between personal corporate acts and acts of attribution has sufficient reality to warrant incorporation in the legal rules which found liability. But it ought to be plain that, as we are dealing with ascribed liability, metaphysical propositions of the sort alluded to are formulated in order to reach a conclusion the desirability of which has been assumed. If one assumes that corporate liability is in essence vicarious, discounting any analogy from natural persons, one has still to answer the policy questions referred to above.

Unfortunately, there is a tendency to assume that because a corporation is a person, the rules which apply to natural persons must apply to bodies corporate. It is no doubt true that some identity of rules is desirable. It is convenient for many purposes that corporations can buy, sell, sue, conduct businesses and the like. The use of analogy as a means of extending liability is often beneficial. The use of analogy as a means of concealing reality is less beneficial.
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If one rejected an analogical approach, at least in part, one might ask, from the point of view of broad policy, what crimes corporations should be held liable for and in what circumstances. This might enable the basis of attribution of acts and intent to be widened. But to what policy or policies should one have regard, and what assumptions ought one to accept? Should one accept, for example, that the institution of corporate liability may induce juries to refrain from entering guilty verdicts against corporate officers? Should one assume, as Lord Denman C.J. did, that certain offences are concerned with the social duties of natural persons only, and, if so, why?

What considerations, then, support corporate liability? Two such have been mentioned: the difficulty in some cases of locating the actual offender, and the desirability in some cases of transferring a police function from the community at large to persons and entities active in an industry. Other suggested justifications are:

1. The difficulty in implicating top management, a consideration which arises when the corporation is convicted in respect of the acts of middle-range personnel with whom it is for that purpose identified.

2. Reluctance on the part of juries to convict persons whose criminal acts may be the result of pressures felt in a corporation or throughout an industry.

3. Obtaining compensation from an entity which has unjustly enriched itself.

4. Convenience and fairness, and in particular the undesirability of convicting a mere agent only (this point relates to (1) above).

5. Convenience and necessity, considering the difficulty in locating any or all of the guilty offenders, and perhaps of locating evidence relevant to particular individuals. It may, for example, be possible to seize documents under warrant from a company, and to demonstrate their relevance to corporate activities. It could be difficult in some cases to establish their status as relevant to a charge against a particular officer.

6. Fairness and social justice: it is important that the public realize that powerful entities are not above the law.

Of these justifications, number (2) is unproven. Number (3) raises general difficulties concerning the propriety of compensation as an end of punishment in general. Numbers (1), (4) and (5) invite the making of assumptions about guilt which it is hard to prove in any particular case, though many
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would either concede or not wish to challenge the validity of the assumptions as general propositions. Number (6) is essentially *ad hominem*, which is not to argue that it lacks substance. It is no doubt very bad if the criminal law appears impotent in the face of economic crimes of great magnitude. This is a factor to which courts and legislatures in common law jurisdictions have often been sensitive.\(^{227}\) Corporate liability may be an imperfect response to the problem, but it is at least a response. The problem has not simply been ignored.

If it is accepted that the considerations listed above are the primary factors favouring imposition of liability, a number of consequences follow. First, as a consequence of the arguments developed above,\(^ {228}\) there seems to be no single principle of a non-arbitrary character which will identify the offences that ought and the offences that ought not to be capable of commission by corporations and other bodies. The only imperative principle of exclusion would derive from the definition of certain offences, making their commission by corporations legally impossible. Secondly, however, there may be circumstances in which there should be no liability—policing arguments being unconvincing, or the idea of corporate guilt seeming otiose. An example might be a case in which two major shareholder-officers of a small corporation assault strikers picketing their warehouse, or in which they use such a corporation as a vehicle for fraud, perhaps by selling goods to the public under false pretences. Here the supervisory argument is weakest. The problem lies in seeking by rules to differentiate these cases from one such as that in *W.T. Grant v. Superior Court*,\(^ {229}\) where goods were sold in a branch store to the public under false pretences.

One way to meet the problem might be to specifically exclude certain offences from the ambit of corporate liability. Thus the Criminal Code could, for example, provide that crimes involving assault should not be capable of commission by corporations. This would presumably reflect an overriding judgment that liability for such crimes ought to be imposed upon a basis of personal moral fault. Such a solution would seem reasonable enough, if somewhat arbitrary. It is one envisaged by a number of old cases. The task of formulating categories for exclusion might be simplified by the recognition that few crimes against the person are in any event charged against corporations. But the list of “corporate” crimes is extraordinarily diverse and occurs

\(^{227}\) One would not wish to suggest, however, that enforcement agencies have never been ambivalent or that there has been no propensity to refrain from prosecuting “respectable” businessmen, particularly where it is thought that the crime in question was not “truly criminal”. See F. SUTHERLAND, *White Collar Crime* (1949); the sources collected and discussed in Leight, *supra* note 1, at 135-37; and Davids, *Penology and Corporate Crime*, 58 J. Crim. L.C. & P.S. 524 (1967).

\(^{228}\) I.e., text at note 220 ff.

\(^{229}\) *Supra* note 68.
Criminal Liability of Corporations throughout the area of fraud. 230

Another solution would be to leave the ambit of liability as it presently is—viz., nearly unlimited—but to rely on prosecutorial discretion to mitigate it. There is evidence to suggest that prosecutors do not charge corporations in every case in which this is theoretically possible. In some cases, however, it is not clear why corporations were prosecuted, and it is possible that corporations are sometimes proceeded against simply because it is legally possible to do so. It should be possible to draft guidelines for prosecutors to indicate when corporations should not be charged, as in some of the circumstances outlined earlier. 231 One such criterion might well be to prosecute the corporation where it is beyond the resources of reasonable enforcement to locate guilty officers and employees and obtain convictions against them. 232

Should account be taken of the different types of corporations? It is easy to see why some “one-man” companies should not be convicted of certain offences—for example, obtaining money by false pretences by selling used television sets as new—while it is certainly arguable that a large concern should be convicted. The difficulty with formulating rules by reference to the characteristics of corporations as these are reflected in company legislation is that the classifications generally relate to closeness of control by an ultimate person or group, and, therefore, contemplate dispersal of holding rather than the varying sizes of companies or the diversity of their activities, which are the key factors. 233 An example is the definition of “private company” contained in subsection 3(1) of the Canada Corporations Act. 234 Even perfectly satisfactory definitions cast in terms of control are hard to find; many

230 Apart from restraint of trade cases, corporations have been convicted in Canada of conspiracy to defraud and of obtaining money by false pretences (Rex v. Fane Robinson Ltd., supra note 10); running a lottery (Rex v. Hudson’s Bay Co., supra note 110); corrupt dealings with government (Sommers v. The Queen, [1959] S.C.R. 678, 124 C.C.C. 241; Regina v. H.J. O’Connell Ltd., [1962] B.R. 666 (Que. C.A.)); keeping a disorderly house (Rex v. Foothills Recreation Ass’n, supra note 17); offences concerning trading stamps (The Queen v. Loblaw Grocers Ltd. (Man.), [1961] S.C.R. 138, 129 C.C.C. 223, 24 D.L.R. (2d) 324 (1960)). For examples from other jurisdictions see Leigh, supra note 1, at 51-52.

231 Text at note 224 supra.

232 See Fisse, supra note 224.

233 F. O’Neal, I CLOtE CORPORATIONS S. 102 1.03 (2d ed 1971) Distinctions based on the size and wealth of corporations are too inexact to be of much use here. For such a definitional scheme see T. Hadwin, COMPANY LAW AND CAPITALISM 102 ff. (1972.)

234 Supra note 124, s. 3(1). “Private company” means a company as to which by letters patent or supplementary letters patent

(a) the right to transfer its shares is restricted,
(b) the number of its shareholders is limited to fifty,
not including persons who are in the employment of the company and persons, who, having been formerly in the employment of the company, were, while in that employment, and have continued after the termination of that employment to be shareholders of the company, two or more persons holding one or more shares jointly being counted as a single shareholder, and
(c) any invitation to the public to subscribe for any shares or debentures of the company is prohibited.
statutes use an arbitrary formula in terms of the numbers of shareholders concerned. On the whole, it seems best to leave the problems associated with different forms of corporations to prosecutorial discretion. What one wants is a decision not to prosecute a corporate entity where the actual offender is identified and there has been no failure in supervision by the company. This sort of problem cannot be dealt with by existing schemes for classifying companies.

There is, however, a substantial problem in relation to the public or Crown corporation. It has been persuasively argued that such corporations should not be held criminally liable, that the effect of fining such a corporation is simply to fine the public at large. 232 This argument is, prima facie, attractive. It is not decisive. There seems no reason to assume that the officers of a public corporation will view with indifference the imposition of criminal liability upon it, nor that criminal liability will be any more ineffective in setting and maintaining standards in the case of the Crown corporation than in the case of a privately owned corporation. It cannot be assumed that government as ultimate proprietor will be more ready to intervene in managerial affairs than a general body of shareholders. Its power is more concentrated, but is often constrained by statutory formulae vesting managerial powers in a board, and it is in the interests of the government to maintain a remoteness between itself and the company. 236 But government as ultimate controller may not be indifferent to a management—surely an atypical management—which permitted repeated convictions for breaches of regulatory legislation to take place. Such corporate liability may well prove a useful means of ensuring adherence to standards, as it is in the case of a privately owned corporation. There is no reason to assume that directors and officers of public corporations will be more solicitous to maintain standards than are their counterparts in the private sector.

Should all groups be treated alike? That is, should all groups be fully liable criminally? And what is meant by “group”? Historically, Canadian courts, in the absence of statutory provisions to the contrary, impose criminal liability upon corporations, relying for justification on their status as legal persons. The American Study Draft Code explicitly rendered unincorporated associations fully liable criminally. 237 If the aim of such liability is to impose a regulatory burden, and if one of the justifications for so doing is the opacity of the group façade, then general group liability seems appropriate. This sort of problem is concealed by treating corporate criminal

232 G. Williams, Criminal Law, The General Part 864-65 (2d ed. 1961). This argument seems to have prevailed at least in part in U.S. National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws, Study Draft of a New Criminal Code, supra note 151, s. 406(a), and in Model Penal Code, supra note 46, s. 2.07(4)(a).


237 See text accompanying note 268 infra.
liability as a set of propositions concerning persons. Corporate liability via doctrines of identification is said to be personal liability. It follows, if one accepts the premise, that arguments about vicarious liability and the shifting of police functions are misplaced. But unless one defines the meaning of group and provides that groups shall be legal persons, the traditional means of evading questions about the proper scope of vicarious liability is barred. Several alternatives remain. One has been dealt with above. The next is to admit that group liability is essentially vicarious liability, permitting the imposition of such liability on groups where individuals would not be so penalized. One more alternative would be to seek a formula which would delimit the area of vicarious liability and restrict group liability to that area. The difficulties attendant upon this solution have been adverted to. Again, one could seek a formula upon which to attribute personal liability to groups, on the same basis as one attributes personal liability to corporations, thereby avoiding the vicarious liability problem, at least on the doctrinal level. One could, for example, identify the group with the actions of any committee of management. Finally, one might simply not render groups criminally liable at all. This solution would appear simply doctrinaire. It would probably not be particularly harmful, since some legislation already makes special provision for group liability and the use of this device could be extended. It would, however, seem a pity to eschew a general solution from considerations of this character.

One ought to consider not only the scope of liability but the bases upon which it may be attributed. If the basis of liability is vicarious liability, then the corporation or group could be held liable whenever the prohibited act is performed by a servant or agent of the group acting within the course and scope of his employment or authority. In fact, provisions of this sort presently appear throughout the Revised Statutes of Canada. An example is subsection 9(2) of the Seeds Act, which provides:

In a prosecution for an offence under this Act, it is sufficient proof of the offence to establish that it was committed by an employee or agent of the accused whether or not the employee or agent is identified or has been prosecuted for the offence.

Whether a “due diligence” defence to such liability should be recognized is considered below. I have found little authority construing these sections. The form used above plainly affords a very wide prima facie attribution of liability and is, in my submission, an admirable drafting model. So broad a basis of attribution represents the position generally accepted in American federal courts. It is by no means unreasonable; it corresponds to the principal justifications for the imposition of corporate liability. Thus


239 Text at note 242 ff.
Mr. Fisse, discussing consumer protection legislation, notes that the justifications for corporate liability are inconsistent with the restriction of liability to a superior range of corporate officers. The position of the officer or employee in the organizational structure seems largely irrelevant. The principal difficulty with this solution, and one which causes much unease, is that it is apt to render groups vicariously liable in situations where an individual would not be so liable. If an employee of a company embezzles money paid in by clients, should the corporation be convicted of embezzlement? As we have seen, American courts limit their principle by requiring that the individual intended to benefit the corporation. But even so, some element of incongruity must remain. One does not convict a natural person, for example a parent, simply because his son steals money in order to buy articles, whether luxuries or necessities, to benefit the parent. I assume no substantive element of complicity in the situation.

Various solutions to these difficulties have been suggested. The Model Penal Code seeks to distinguish between personal corporate liability and vicarious liability, attributing personal liability to decisions which represent corporate policy. The ambiguities inherent in this approach have been explored. Vicarious liability is imposed on the acts of servants or agents where the offence is one which is generally recognized as importing vicarious liability or where a legislative purpose to impose liability on corporations plainly appears. The Study Draft did not, as we have seen, attempt clearly to distinguish between personal and vicarious liability. It imposes liability for the default of persons in a managerial supervisory capacity, but does not require in terms that the default reflect a corporate decision not to enforce a particular policy. A wider liability is, however, imposed for misdemeanours. Canadian courts rely on a wide doctrine of identification which responds well to the problems posed by autonomy and decentralization.

It is not easy to determine which basis of attribution is to be preferred. The formula now employed by Canadian courts achieves a doctrinal unity at a cost in functional efficiency. That cost is probably very small. Its true significance is at present unknown. The same remarks apply to the approach adopted in the Model Penal Code. The rule now employed in American federal courts is apt to maximize functional efficiency. It is also a reasonably simple test, but there is a cost in terms of disunity of doctrine. The Study Draft represented a compromise between opposing modalities.

A further question arises once a basis of attribution has been chosen. Is such attribution to be defeasible, and if so, on what conditions? In some cases the attribution must be regarded as fixed simply because, in terms of company law, the sole appropriate organ has in fact acted. Thus, if the board of directors acting within the scope of its powers decides upon

---

240 See Fisse, supra note 224, at 118. For Fisse, as for the writer, this conclusion represents a fundamental change of approach. See Fisse, The Distinction Between Primary and Vicarious Corporate Criminal Liability, 41 A.L.J. 203, at 210 (1967).

241 Lord Reid in Tesco Supermarkets Ltd. v. Nattrass, supra note 54, treats identification as indefeasible.
criminal conduct, its acts will be attributed to the corporation. The general body of shareholders may disapprove but since management, including the formulation of policy, is exclusively vested in the board of directors, it would seem inappropriate to preclude liability because of such disapproval. The board of directors is, between general meetings, responsible for policy. The general meeting can hardly be expected to supervise the board in the exercise of the board’s functions. The executive organ having acted, attribution of its action to the company must be regarded as fixed. 212

Different considerations arise where the acts of officers are attributed to a corporation or group as acts personal to it. Almost ex hypothesi it is assumed that persons higher in the corporate structure than the identified offender may be guilty of complicity in one mode or another. The difficult question then arises as to whether a corporation or group should be allowed to show that the acts complained of were done contrary to company policy. If the purpose of corporate liability is to impose a duty of supervision, it is not clear that a corporation should be allowed to challenge the application of rules of identification. One would have to go further to inquire into the merits of such a facility, and the inquiry would probably concern the desirability of allowing in effect a due diligence defence, examples of which are to be found in the Revised Statutes of Canada in relation to public welfare offences. 243 This argument might well turn upon whether enforcement experience showed that such a defence could be allowed consistent with the due enforcement of the legislation. 244 It has, for example, been argued that English factories legislation would be emasculated by the recognition of such defences. 245 If, on the other hand, corporate liability were seen as directed towards policy decisions of the corporation itself, a doctrine of defeasibility would seem to be warranted by considerations of simple justice. The identification of the company with any director or officer would thus be preliminary and tentative—sufficient to enable the prosecution to proceed and to permit conviction unless the identification is challenged. 246 Whether allowing defeasibility would result in a substantial failure of corporate liability is problematic. Certainly there would appear to be dangers in restraint of trade cases, where the argument would probably be raised that the acts of subordinates contravened company policy. Even if this argument is form-
ally valid, the fact is that subordinates may have erred in response to real, if unrecorded pressures emanating from the corporate hierarchy.\textsuperscript{217} There can be no entirely satisfactory response to this conundrum. Once one assumes complicity at higher levels, one must either accept that the purpose of liability is indeed to impose a duty of supervision and proceed upon that assumption, or assume that guilt is personal only and accept acquittals resulting from any reasonable doubt arising on the evidence, giving full scope to defences based on corporate policy. At present, Canadian law ignores these difficulties by treating identification, once made, as fixed.

A further alternative is to allow a defence where the actual offender acted without intent to benefit the corporation and with a willingness to impose a detriment upon it—in effect the American rule.\textsuperscript{218} This would be appropriate as a limitation on both vicarious liability and personal guilt. One would wish to insist on both limbs, since in many cases the offender might act without intent to benefit the corporation but still within the course and scope of his employment and, thus, in a sense on behalf of the corporation. A rule which, for example, excluded liability where the offender acted without consciously intending to benefit the corporation would virtually preclude the enforcement of supervisory responsibilities by means of the criminal law. The addition of an intent or willingness to inflict detriment would seem to be desirable.

Finally, one must consider what sanctions ought to be provided against groups. As we have noted, the fine is the penalty most commonly invoked. Under the Criminal Code in the case of an indictable offence the amount of any fine is in the discretion of the court.\textsuperscript{219} Other statutes provide for high maximum fines against corporations.\textsuperscript{220} Even though the detriment to the proprietors of an endocratic corporation may be negligible, such fines must still be seen as substantial and therefore an inducement to management to adhere to proper standards in the conduct of business. The limitations on the utility of fines against corporations are really limitations on the utility of corporate criminal liability itself. In some cases guilty officers simply are not adequately reached by fining the corporation.\textsuperscript{221} Their positions have not been imperilled; their salaries and perquisites remain unimpaired. It is tempting to stress this factor, thereby justifying Draconian measures. The notion, however, of stimulating shareholders to action by inflicting a crippling fine on corporations is not, ultimately, very attractive. It can be economically wasteful. It is also unjust: one of the great justifications of corporate enterprise and limited liability is that it enables persons who are not desirous of directing an enterprise to invest in it with the minimum possible risk.

\textsuperscript{217} H. Simon, Administrative Behaviour 129-33 (2d ed. 1963).
\textsuperscript{218} See Part III supra.
\textsuperscript{219} Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34, s. 647.
\textsuperscript{220} See, e.g., Motor Vehicle Safety Act, R.S.C. 1970 (1st Supp.), c. 26, s. 17; Canada Grain Act, S.C. 1970-71-72 c. 7, s. 89(1).
\textsuperscript{221} See Dershowitz, Increasing Community Control over Corporate Crime—A Problems in the Law of Sanctions, 71 Yale L.J. 280 (1961); Leigh, supra note 1, at 153-55.
Furthermore, it is not clear that fines do not deter simply because directors and officers have not been dismissed. A fine may well deter a corporation from future misconduct. Where directors are not parties to misconduct, and this may be true in many cases, a fine should stimulate them to greater care. Nevertheless, as a deterrent, the fine suffers from potential structural inefficiencies when applied against groups. But it remains better to accept an element of inefficiency than to seek a perfect regime of deterrence if it means wielding a power to levy severe fines. In some of the most contentious areas involving directorial complicity, such as antitrust, machinery such as the administrative investigation exists and can be used as an aid in enforcing a rule of personal guilt.

It has been suggested that publicity is a useful adjunct to the fine as a deterrent.\(^\text{252}\) A provision for publicizing corporate convictions appears in subsection 405(1)(a) of the Study Draft.\(^\text{253}\) Such measures were at one time possible following conviction for offences against the food and drug laws. In order to assess the value of publicity as a sanction, one must first determine what the purpose of the sanction is. We may accept that in many cases the purpose of the sanction is to stimulate management to ensure that proper standards are observed in the enterprise. It is probably not necessary to inflict a direct monetary loss in order to produce this effect. Mr. Fisse argues that it is possible to deter by inducing a loss of prestige or respect, provided that prestige or respect are not merely qualities which reflect financial standing.\(^\text{254}\) Thus the use of publicity is aimed essentially at lowering the prestige of the corporation rather than attacking its products as such. It has also been argued that publicity enables government to enlist public opinion in support of legislative aims.\(^\text{255}\)

It seems likely that such publicity, unless employed systematically, will either go unnoticed by the public or will make a transient impression only.\(^\text{256}\) This does not mean that such publicity will go unnoticed by management in all, or even most, cases. Directors do often tend to see their companies as more than mere vehicles. The company often is the primary repository of directorial loyalties. The argument that publicity acts as a sanction by lowering enterprise prestige seems persuasive. To the extent that the value of publicity as a sanction depends upon reaction by the public, publicity and the stigma of conviction are likely to prove useful with respect to regulatory legislation, the purpose of which is to ensure adherence to proper standards, particularly with respect to food-stuffs, drugs and other articles of consumption. It is also in areas such as these that one is most likely to encounter regulatory agencies able and willing to make systematic use of publicity as
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\(^{253}\) Supra note 151.

\(^{254}\) Supra note 252.


\(^{256}\) See Dershowitz, *supra* note 251.
a weapon, but there the thrust is towards protection of the public rather than any punitive end or purpose.

A further sanction is the injunction. The Attorney General may sue for an injunction to protect the public at large from an invasion of its rights. An early and common example is the use of the injunction to restrain a public nuisance. The Attorney General has a useful power to sue for an injunction where the ordinary sanctions of the criminal law in relation to petty offences have proven incapable of deterring the commission of offences. Disobedience to an injunction is punishable by a fine, the amount of which lies in the court's discretion. English courts have not restricted the granting of injunctions to cases in which a small and inadequate penalty alone may be imposed for continuing offences, and injury to the public need not be proven. English courts hold that only in exceptional cases will the court decline the relief asked for by the Attorney General.

There is little doubt that this procedure is available in Canada. It affords a device, perhaps a colourable device, for circumventing low monetary penalties provided for breach of minor offences. Injunction procedure need not be (and indeed is not) provided for in the Criminal Code; it exists in provincial law. Nor, it should be added, is the use of the injunction limited to corporate offenders. It is of general utility, though whether it should be commonly resorted to is doubtful. Where a penalty is inadequate, it might often be best to increase the penalty by statute. There is a danger that the injunction might be awarded in cases where no substantial detriment to the public in fact occurred. Furthermore, it would be undesirable if the safeguards built into the criminal process could readily be evaded by resort to injunction procedures.

A further possibility is the use of orders dissolving the corporations or groups for violations, inter alia, of the criminal law. Such procedures do not exist under the Criminal Code. Under articles 828 and 829 of the Quebec Code of Civil Procedure the Attorney General may move for an order that a company be dissolved and its letters patent revoked in cases where, inter alia, it violates the laws by which it is governed. There seems little doubt that this power enables the court to dissolve a company which performs fraudulent acts. It would seem that the court could only dissolve companies and other bodies formed under the laws of the province. This

---

257 Leigh, supra note 1, at 159-60.
259 Attorney-General v. Harris, supra note 258.
power does not seem to be resorted to very frequently.

A similar sanction deriving from *quo warranto* also exists in the United States. The result of such *quo warranto* proceedings may be forfeiture of the corporate charter, but the more common order is ousting the corporation from the right to carry on certain activities. Continuous breaches of the penal laws are regarded as perversions of the purposes for which incorporation was granted. 264 Forfeiture has seldom been decreed nor, under the anti-trust laws, has the somewhat similar remedy of divestiture often been ordered. The potential economic dislocation involved is too great. 265 The forfeiture remedy is unlikely to be used against large corporations and is probably unnecessary against small corporations. Ouster is very like the injunction, which might as well be left to cover the ground. Nonetheless, *quo warranto* provisions appear in the Model Penal Code. 266

A further possibility is the use of civil damage actions in aid of criminal legislation. This device is much used in American anti-trust violations. The Study Draft goes further and provides:

405. Special Sanctions in Cases of Organisational Offenses

(1) Organisation. When an organisation is convicted of an offense, the court may, in addition to or in lieu of imposing other authorised sanctions, do either or both of the following:

(b) direct the Attorney General, United States Attorney, or other attorney designated by the court to institute supplementary proceedings in the case in which the organisation was convicted of the offense to determine, collect and distribute damages to persons in the class which the statute was designed to protect who suffered injuries by reason of the offense, if the court finds that the multiplicity of small claims or other circumstances make restitution by individual suit impractical. 267

It is unlikely that such a provision would be much used. The federal courts are beginning to evince a reluctance to entertain class suits in corporation matters and to hedge their reception about with formal obstacles which, though appearing in Rule 23(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 268 have not hitherto been much employed. It would not be surprising if courts refused to direct civil suits where the result would appear to be little more than the infliction of an additional fine. In any event section 405 is rather vague. What statutes are intended for the protection of a class or classes of persons? Must there be claimants with claims filed in court at the time when the


265 People v. North River Sugar Refining Co., 24 N.E. 834 (Ct. App. N.Y. 1890), and see, on divestiture, REPORT OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO STUDY THE ANTI-TRUST LAWS 353-58 (1955), pointing out that in the first fifty years of anti-trust enforcement, only 24 divestiture decrees were made.

266 MODEL PENAL CODE, supra note 46, s. 6.04 (1962); and for criticism see ALI PROCEEDINGS 197 ff. (1956).

267 Supra note 151.

268 FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b).
criminal case is heard? Is it likely that small claims will be filed before potential plaintiffs know how the court is likely to exercise discretion? Should there be some form of partie civile procedure? The general use of such a provision is of dubious validity and particularly under the Criminal Code, though such a proceeding could perhaps be useful under some regulatory legislation. The idea needs, however, to be carefully worked out if it is to be further entertained.

The issues with which this section deals are complex. They have never been squarely faced either by Parliament or by the courts. Perhaps it is better that they should not be. The common law rules concerning corporate liability represent a rough, and perhaps arbitrary, response to the enforcement problems posed by group activities and the characteristics of groups. It may be that any response must be rough and in some measure arbitrary; perhaps fundamental problems about the functions of criminal law, the moral bases for the attribution of guilt and the like cannot be perfectly resolved. Certainly there seems no single neat solution to problems of corporate and group liability.

VI. ENVOI

The Law Reform Commission of Canada has now published Criminal Responsibility for Group Action, Working Paper No. 16 (1976), which deals with the policy bases for the imposition of criminal responsibility upon corporations and other groups. Its appearance must be welcome to anyone who is interested in the theoretical justification for such liability. In this brief account I shall endeavour simply to summarize some of the Law Reform Commission's principal conclusions and to indicate where my views would differ from those of the Commission. A preliminary and fundamental point of disagreement must be the distinction, drawn by the Law Reform Commission, between real crimes and regulatory offences. Briefly, the Commission considers criminal offences to be real crimes which are intimately concerned with values, while regulatory offences are concerned with results and therefore primarily based upon expediency. This seems to me to state the contrast far too starkly. Part of the function of the criminal law is to mould values. Many regulatory offences cannot be said to be either minor in their effect or, from the point of view of the persons committing them, unattended by circumstances of moral fault. It is at least possible that such a mundane matter as the difficulty of proving intent to commit an act, for example to sell adulterated milk or to pollute watercourses, plays a significant part in determining whether or not the prosecution is required to prove intent, recklessness or negligence. This is, perhaps, not the place to explore the matter further, but it explains a difference in approach.

The Law Reform Commission proposes that corporate officers should be liable for "real crimes" where there is intention or recklessness. For
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269 See further G. Stefani & G. Levasseur, supra note 125, at paras. 475-476.
regulatory offences they would impose an additional liability on such officers in respect of negligence. This emphasis is not unexpected. A clear articulation of a negligence standard in the case of regulatory offences might be of real value in helping to set general standards of care and skill for directors. It is entirely to be welcomed that the onus should lie on an accused to show that he exercised due diligence.

A most significant suggestion is that, in the case of a "real" crime, after the prosecution has led evidence which would lead a reasonable person to infer that the acts or the risks in question must have been known to management, the corporation could, as a matter of defence, show that conduct alleged to constitute an offence was not supported by the knowledge or intention of appropriate corporate officials. In the body of this article, I have submitted that one of two choices are open—either to hold the corporation liable for crimes on the basis that their commission represented corporate policy, or, generally, to adopt a wide supervisory approach. The Law Reform Commission has opted for the former alternative. They have done so in a logical fashion. The doctrine of prima facie imputability which they put forward really means the abandonment of the doctrine of identification as a basis for guilt. Instead, the doctrine of identification becomes a means of imputing guilt prima facie, but subject to the right of the corporation to disprove the offence. Identification would thus at best have a tentative significance. This is an important statement of principle.

The justifications for corporate liability advanced by the Commission are conventional but compelling. They draw attention to the difficulty in the absence of liability of regulating and controlling companies whose activities are conducted across jurisdictional boundaries. Because of the national character of criminal law in Canada this problem has not arisen as dramatically as it has in other jurisdictions—for example, Western Europe, where extensive machinery is being devised for the return of offenders and the transfer of criminal files between different jurisdictions. A second reason assigned for liability is that to hold only an individual liable does not allow a judgment to be made about a process, e.g., a management process. Thirdly, it may be inefficient to deal with systems through their components and more sensible to transfer to the corporation the responsibility of policing itself, forcing it to take steps to ensure that harm does not materialize through the conduct of people within the organization. This is of course a theme stressed in this article. The Commission further concludes that it might be possible to force the corporation to make restitution to victims.

The Commission concludes that corporate criminal responsibility should not replace personal responsibility, and that guidelines suggesting when a prosecution should be undertaken against a corporation in addition to or instead of an individual would be helpful. They conclude that a corporate sanction should include a designation of personal accountability at the time it is imposed.
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270 See COUNCIL OF EUROPE, EXPLANATORY REPORT ON THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON THE TRANSFER OF PROCEEDINGS IN CRIMINAL MATTERS (1969).
In respect of sanctioning the corporate offender, the Law Reform Commission notes the present heavy use of fines, insisting that one should distinguish between fining the corporation and requiring it to surrender illegal profits. This degree of clarity is welcome. The principle which follows is that, in fining a corporation, the court should only look at the illegal profits in order to assess the severity of the crime. It might be noted that there will be many cases in which an illegal profit will not be present, or in which such a profit will be divined only by a tortuous and indirect process of reasoning. Difficulties of this sort might arise, for example, from isolated offences of pollution. On the other hand, a profit determination might be readily made in certain consumer cases and in cases of restraint of trade. However that may be, the conceptual clarity insisted upon by the Commission is welcome and leads to the conclusion that, if the court decides that the corporation should be stripped of its profits in addition to being fined, and a restitution order has not been made, it should have the authority to treat this as a separate issue and to make an appropriate order. This is of course somewhat tentative; machinery for the assessment of these matters has not as yet been devised.

The attention given to sanctioning extends beyond fining and restitution of profits. Attention is paid both to prophylaxis and to deterrence. For example, the Law Reform Commission notes the possibility of removing people from positions from which they have the capacity to inflict social harm. As has been noted in this article, such provision exists under companies legislation in certain jurisdictions. It also forms the basis of much sanctioning engaged in by the American Securities Exchange Commission, and is found in the criminal law of many Western European countries.\(^{271}\) The Commission draws attention to a possibility that a sanction imposed upon a corporation will primarily injure innocent shareholders. This has always been viewed as an impediment to imposing penalties upon bodies corporate. The Commission puts the matter neatly in perspective, noting that injury to innocent persons may be the unavoidable effect of a choice that achieves the maximum good and is a phenomenon associated with the imposition of punishment generally. They treat it, however, as an important consideration for a court to take into account. By so doing the court may be induced to treat a conviction itself as the value reinforcement element and to concentrate on other objectives, perhaps restitution, in selecting an appropriate sanction. This is, necessarily, very speculative, but it is a suggestion worth exploring.

The Commission further attends to the need to bring the impact of conviction to bear on those in a position to make changes to the way in which a corporation or group carries on its activities. They point to the relative ineffectiveness of shareholder action. They draw attention to the possibility of invoking sanctions that directly remove the threat of injury

by interfering with the corporate operation, rather than by attempting to reshape corporate decision making into a law abiding model. Thus, for example, they suggest that in the case of misleading advertising, an appropriate recourse may be to force the corporation to conform with a specific court order, providing for judicial or administrative monitoring or banning of advertising. They conclude that in the final analysis winding up the corporation or placing it under close court-sponsored supervision (a more likely alternative) may be more effective than attempting to influence the behaviour of individual decision-makers by imposing group economic sanctions. This is a wholly appropriate emphasis. The Commission proceeds to deal with restitution to victims of harm, envisaging class or group actions against a corporation or group for injuries suffered by individuals. They conclude that any amounts paid into court by a corporation in respect of unlawful profits made by it might be placed in a fund from which grants could be administered to suitable public interest organizations to encourage private representations of the interests of those victimized by the unlawful activities of corporations. Corporate criminal conduct damaging general interests in resources shared by the community as a whole, such as clean air and water, should in some cases attract a judicial order requiring the corporation to pay damages for public injury. This notion of compensation is, one supposes, somewhat akin to, and a logical development from, the common law offence of public nuisance, the object of which was always thought to be to force the offender to repair his wrong by abating the nuisance. Obviously, however, the suggestion is wider.

A further suggestion is that of negotiated sanctions, which would require the courts to think in terms of negotiations between corporate offenders and victims with a view to a consensual sanction that would not only provide restitution to victims but would require corporate managers to eliminate future violations. The court might, it is suggested, act as arbiter and might reserve the right to approve the final disposition of the matter and to impose supervision of the fulfilment of the terms of the agreement. This suggestion, if adopted, would render some classes of corporate criminal proceedings very similar to injunction proceedings employed in the United States as a means of policing the federal securities laws, or to the role of the court in approving settlements in derivative suits. In order to avoid matters being wrongly diverted from the criminal process, it is proposed that the Crown prosecutor should determine whether the machinery of negotiated sanctions is appropriate in any given case.

The Commission concludes that liability should not be restricted to corporations but should extend to other groups. They point out that more detailed consideration is required, that there are problems in determining

---

which groups should be included in the ambit of liability and upon what terms.

Finally, the Law Reform Commission concludes that the role of the criminal law here is limited. It is difficult and expensive to enforce, and the lack of enforcement resources in the face of the sheer size of the problem leads to its being invoked at best only sporadically. Moreover, the courts are not suitable forums for re-organizing a corporation's structure or reforming its business practices. The criminal trial simply provides a medium through which selective responses can be made to proven deviant acts; it is not a regulatory device. This is an emphasis with which the author obviously agrees.

Even if the criminal trial were not so limited a device some situations might well be too large or too politically charged to allow for adequate resolution through criminal law. In some circumstances, it might be necessary to protect the public interest through devices such as nationalization or trusteeship, as was done, for example, in France after the Second World War in relation to companies such as Renault. In drawing attention to the use of administrative procedures and an administrative model, the Commission makes a valuable and most welcome contribution to the area.